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Tok Tok 
Indigenous Peoples' Knowledge and 

Intellectual Property Rights 
by Lopeti Senituli 

I cure styes, inflammation of the eyelids. 
I 'got ' it from my maternal grandmother 
through my mother. I did not realise 
that I 'had' it because I had not seen any 
male in my family applying the cure. It 
was always the women of my family 
whose services were sought by the 'stye
eyed'. 

I only realised I had it some years ago 
when I was back in my village in Tonga. 
A distressed family brought their young 
daughter to our house with her left eye 
almost shut, the inflammation in an 
advanced stage. None of the women of 
my family were home, so I made the 
family welcome and told them that they 
would have to wait until one of my 
women-folk came home. We waited for 
quite awhile. As dusk approached I 
could sense that the family was keen to 
return to their home many villages away. 
In an attempt to offer some comfort, I 
suggested that maybe I could 'perform' 
the cure as a tempor.iry measure. Then 

they could come back the next day 
when the women of my family were 
home for the real thing. They reluctantly 
agreed . The ' performance ' involved 
rubbing the palms of my hands together 
until they were quite hot, then placing 
one of them over the inflamed eyelid. 
This was done three times, each time 
repeating an incantation which I heard 
my grandmother sing when 'performing' 
these cures. The family left soon 
afterwards and when my own folks 
returned I told them jokingly about 
what I had done. 

The distressed family didn' t return the 
next day or the day after. It was perhaps 
a week later that someone brought a 
basket of yams to our home, saying that 
the family said thank you for curing their 
daughter's eye. Ever since then I have 
been curing the stye-eyed wherever I 
see them - on the buses, in aircraft, on 
the street, at conferences, in public bars. 
I never see most of them again, but 
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those that do usually bring another stye-eyed along. 

Within my village I know of at least five other families that 
have 'cures ' for ailments ranging from stomach ulcers to 
broken limbs to schizophrenia. Each 'cure' had its own 
incantation and concoction of leaves, tree-barks or marine 
algae and sometimes the performance involved physical 
pain from pummeling. More often than not, the 'holders 
of the cure ' are women who 'wash-it-on ' to their 
daughters. Sometimes the 'cures' work; sometimes they 
don't. In all cases however the 'cure' is given without 
charge and the 'holders of the cure' do not use it for 
personal aggrandisement. 

Within each village tlu·oughout the Pacific and the territories 
of Indigenous Peoples everywhere are families and individuals 
charged with certain functions of healing, of agriculture, of 
construction, of fishing and into whose kin whether by 
experimentation or inheritance comes the knowledge 
associated with their calling. This knowledge is 'washed-on' to 
the next generation through informal instruction. It is only in 
recent times that efforts are being made to record or preserve 
this Indigenous knowledge for posterity. 

Traditional/Indigenous Peoples ' knowledge relating to 
medicinal plants has always been of particular interest to 
the biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries. Such 
information increases the chances of isolating genetic 
material from plants and marine flora that can be 
manufactured into useful drugs. It is estimated that 75% 
of all plant-derived prescription drugs were discovered 
because of their prior use by Indigenous Peoples as 
medicine. The annual world market value for these plant
derived medicines is estimated at US$43 billion. 

The Pacific region is an 'unknown quantity' as far as bio
prospectors are concerned. They do not yet know what it 
holds in terms of land and marine based plants and animals, 
lesser still of which ones are used by Indigenous Peoples 
for daily sustenance and medicine. But that is fast changing 
with pharmaceutical companies and 
research institutes sending bio-prospectors 
into the 'wilderness' or recruiting scientists 
from institutions such as the University of 
the South Pacific and the University of 
Papua New Guinea. The Pacific is still very 
much 'open season' territory because few 
countries have national legislation that 
regulates the removal of florn and fauna 
samples; if they do, such regulations are 
not enforced. 

None of the regional governmental 
bodies that are supposed to be involved 
such as the Pacific Community (former 
South Pacific Commission), South Pacific 
Regional Environment Programme and 
South Pacific Forum Secretariat have the 
political will or finances to give priority 
to safeguarding Pacific peoples' rights and 

pecuniary interests. Even the fact that repatriated 
biological resources have included human genetic 
material from the Hagahai people in Papua New Guinea 
has not moved the regional bodies into developing a 
regional set of guidelines or an agreement in relation to 
the repatriation of biological resources and traditional 
knowledge outside of the region. 

The fact that ex-situ collections of biological resources are 
exempt from the UN Convention on Biological Diversity 
(CBD) is another reason (but no excuse) for the lack of 
interest from regional organisations . While Pacific 
governments opposed the exemption, that defeat should 
not mean the war is over. A possible r.illying point is to 
support the campaign led by the Rural Advancement 
Foundation International (RAFI) to strengthen the 
International Undertaking on Plant Genetic Resources of 
the UN Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) and the 
Material Transfer Agreement between FAO and the 
Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research 
(institutions that hold ex-situ collections of plant genetic 
resources for food and agriculture) regarding the transfer 
and use of genetic material in these collections. If FAO 
imposes more stringent regulations on the transfer of 
food-plant genetic material in ex-situ collections, 
especially the intellectual property component, then it 
would only be a matter of time before the CBD will be 
forced to review the exemption of ex-situ collections. 

The protection of our rights over our traditional 
knowledge of our biological resources and our rights over 
resources is an extension of our right to self
determination and independence. 

Lopeti Senituli is the director of the Pacific Concerns 
Resource Centre. 
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Regional 
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Churches Raise 
Development Concerns 
The Pacific Council of Churches 
has reiterated its stand against 
development practices that are 
destructive to the environment , 
natural resources and cultural 
values of the Pacific. A statement 
released during the PCC annual 
meeting cited unsustainable levels 
of logging in Melanesian countries 
and tourism practices that are 
insensitive to the cultur.tl values of 
Pacific Islanders as significant 
problems. With the nuclear arms 
race in South Asia in mind, the 
churches emphasised their 
continuing opposition to nuclear 
weapons testing. 

[From: Radio Australia , Oct 20/98] 

Australia Challenged on 
its Aboriginal Policies 
Aboriginal leaders in Australia are 
claiming that the Howard 
Government's policies are taking 
Indigenous rights in Australia "back 
to the period before the 1960s" 
and that the new Native Title law 
"legitimises the biggest land grab 
since 1788". The United Nations 
has also weighed in, with the UN 
Committee on the Elimination of 
Racial Discrimination asking 
Australia to explain how the Native 
Title Act fits with Australia's 
obligations under the International 
Convention on the Elimination of 
All Forms of Racial Discrimination . 

December 1998 - February 1999 

The Native Title Act reduces 
Aboriginal land rights , increases 
the rights of non-Aboriginal people 
in land use and makes it easier for 
state tribunals and governments to 
overrule Aboriginal rights in favour 
of economic development 
activities by non-Aboriginal 
people. Aboriginal leaders have 
decided on a three pronged 
strategy to oppose Native Title Act 
and the Government 's policies: a 
constitutional court challenge ; 
case-by-case battles over 
"unworkable" aspects of the 
legislation; and international 
action. 

[From: Pacific New Bulletin, 
Sep/98] 

Kava Council to be 
Established 
Delegates attending a second Kava 
Symposium at the South Pacific 
Forum Secretariat have agreed to 
establish a Kava Council to work 
towards maximising the benefits to 
Pacific Islanders from the 
increasingly important cash crop. 
The market for kava as a herbal 
medicine is rapidly growing in the 
US and Europe. Delegates also 
agreed on a plan of action for 
development of the industry and 
to seek protection for Pacific rights 
to kava. 

[From: Pacific Report, Nov 12/98) 

Changing Chinese Hats 
The continuing struggle between 
the Peoples Republic of China and 
Taiwan for diplomatic recognition 
and influence in the Pacific 
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continues. The Marshall Islands 
Government recently established 
diplomatic relations with Taiwan, 
prompting China to sever relations 
with the Marshalls. Balancing the 
books, Tonga recently switched its 
allegiance from Taiwan to China. A 
Chinese donated statue of King 
Taufa'ahau Tupou IV was unveiled 
on the grounds of the Tongan 
palace to mark the new 
relationship. 

[From: Pacific Report, Nov 
30/98; Pacific Report, Dec 14/98] 

Melanesia 
4 4 '4"'4 44 4 "+'+ '4 4G11 
Bougainville Leaders 
Press Ahead despite 
PNG Political Setback 
Reacting to the failure of the PNG 
Parliament to pass legislation that 
would have allowed the 
establishment of a Bougainville 
Reconciliation Government , 
Bougainvillean leaders from all 
sides of the conflict have vowed to 
press ahead with the peace 
process. PNG politicians, especially 
the Opposition, have resisted 
passing legislation that would set 
up the special reconciliation 
government in Bougainville, 
preferring to force Bougainvilleans 
to accept the same government 
structure existing in other parts of 
PNG, i.e . a provincial government 
with sitting MP John Momis as 
governor. Representatives of the 
PNG-esta blished Bougainville 
Transitional Government, the rebel 
Bougainville Interim Government , 
the Bougainville Revolutionary 
Army and pro-PNG Resistance 
Forces were united in condemning 
the PNG plan and vowed to press 
ahead with plans to establish a 
Bougainville People's Congress and 
prepare for election of a 
reconciliation government. 

[From: Pacific News Bulletin, 
Dec/98; Pacific Report, Dec 14/98] 
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Fiji Drought Takes 
High Toll 
While recent rains have eased Fiji's 
long El Nino caused drought, the 
human and economic costs have 
been enormous. The government 
has had to provide food rations to 
240,000 people, 25% of the 
population, and water rations to 
twice that number of people. In 
the hardest hit western part of Viti 
Levu and the Yasawa Islands, 90% 
of the population was receiving 
food aid and water rations as of 
November and health problems 
were increasing. As a result of the 
lack of vegetables due to the 
drought, anaemia among pregnant 
women and malnutrition among 
children is on the rise. The 
agriculture industry has lost an 
estimated F$125 million as a result 
of the drought. The government 
and the Fiji Sugar Corporation have 
put together a F$43.7 million aid 
programme for the sugar industry. 

[From: Fiji Daily Post, Nov 21/98J 

Another Political 
Shuffle in Vanuatu 
Vanuatu Prime Minister Donald 
Kalpokas, leader of the Vanuaaku 
Pati (VP), has expelled Fr Walter 
Lini's National United Party (NUP) 
from the governing coalition . 
Kalpokas claimed that the NUP 
was trying to form a new 
coalition government excluding 
the VP. The NUP role in the 
Government has been replaced by 
a faction of the Union of 
Moderate parties led by Willie 
Jimmy. Jimmy replaces Lini as 
deputy prime minister. 

[From: Pacific Report, Oct 26/98) 

Report Criticizes 
Vanuatu Police 
An Amnesty International report 
released in Septembe r is critical of 
the actions of police and 
paramilitary forces during the state 
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of emergency following January 
1998 riots in Port Vila. The report 
documents severe abuse and 
torture of people arrested 
following the riots. Some 20 
officers of the Vanuatu police and 
military are facing criminal charges 
of "intentional assault". The report 
is also critical of the "appalling 
conditions in Vanuatu 's prison 
system", citing unsafe and 
overcrowded buildings, insufficient 
food and a lack of safe 
accommodations for women 
prisoners. The report commends 
the Vanuatu authorities for taking 
action against police and military 
officers suspected of abusing their 
powers during the country's first 
state of emergency and makes 
recommendations for improvements 
to policing and prisons. 

[From: Vanuatu: No safe place 
for priso11ers, Amnesty 
International Report, Sep 28/98) 

Polynesia 
•-< Q<ii •• q "'+'+ q 441 
Genetic Research 
Confirms Maori History 
Score one for Maori oral 
historians over their academic 
doubters . Maori have always 
maintained that they are 
descended from ancestors who 
deliberately settled Aotearoa 
(New Zealand) in a fleet of 8-10 
canoes some 800 years ago. 
Some academic sceptics have 
argued that New Zealand was 
more probably settled e ither by a 
single lost canoe or over a period 
of time by several small groups of 
lost Maori. New Zealand 
geneticists have recently studied 
the mix of genetic characteristics 
among modern Maori and models 
of diffe re nt starting populations. 
The result: The founding group 
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arriving 800 years ago most likely 
consisted of 50-100 women, with 
70 being the most likely number. 
Assuming a similar number of 
men, one arrives at a group size 
that corresponds to the Maori's 
oral history and that supports 
their claim that this was no small 
number of people lost on the 
seas. 

[From: Globe & Mail, Sep 5/98J 

Cooks Conunission 
Recommends Smaller 
Parliament 
The Cook Islands Commission of 
Political Review has made 
recommendations for downsizing 
the country's government. The key 
recommendation is to reduce 
Parliament from 25 members to 17. 

[From: Pacific Islands Report, 
Nov 15/98J 

Micronesia 
4-4 qq •• q "'" q ; 4 '1 
Marshalls Confirms No 
Nuclear Waste Policy 
The Marshall Islands Cabinet has 
issued a declaration that foreign 
nuclear waste will not be let into 
the country. The declaration was 
in response to speculation that the 
establishment of diplomatic 
relations wHh Taiwan was a 
prelude to a nuclear waste deal. 
Taiwan and the Marshalls 
Government have previously 
discussed disposal of nuclear 
re ac tor waste on a Marshallese 
atoll. 

[From: Pacific Report, Dec 14/98J 
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Our Knowledge, Our Rights 
SPPF Conference Focuses on Traditional Knowledge 

by Margaret Argue 

The growing concerns of Indigenous Peoples in the Pacific 
and Canada about the critical issues surrounding 
intellectual property rights and patent law, and the threats 
they bring to the trJditional knowledge and culture of 
Indigenous Peoples, motivated SPPF to choose the theme 
- Our Knowledge, Our Rights: Traditional 
Knowledge and Pacific Peoples - for its 15th annual 
Pacific Networking Conference. The theme gripped the 
attention and hearts of the delegates and set the scene for 
great discussions, excellent networking and good times. 

Co-sponsored by the Pacific Concerns Resource Centre 
(PCRC) and Rural Advancement Foundation International 
(RAFI), the conference was held September 18-20 at the 
LAU 'WELNEW Tribal School, sited on the traditional 
territory of the Tsartlip First Nation. This was the second 
year at the tribal school for the conference, a venue that 
was enthusiastically endorsed by the participants. About 
125 delegates - representing ten First Nations and ten 
countries, attended over 

member of RAFI. 

While the discussions were wide ranging, workshops 
looked particularly at trJditional medicine , cultural property 
rights , traditional approaches to resource management, 
ethical issues related to the use of Indigenous knowledge 
by non-Indigenous peoples and organizations, and non
Indigenous exploitation of Indigenous genetic property. 

In his opening remarks, Stuart Wulff, SPPF's executive 
director, noted that less than ten years after the Canadian 
government approved plant breeders' rights, the patenting 
of seeds, the genetic properties of Indigenous Peoples, 
including people from the Pacific, have been patented, 
plant breeders' rights have been greatly extended, and 
multi-national drug companies are exploiting at 
unprecedented levels the traditional knowledge of 
Indigenous Peoples. 

Clark Peteru , a lawyer from Samoa, spoke about the 
surreptitious removal and patenting of Pacific island plant 

the weekend . The 
opening ceremony 
began with a prayer in 
the Tsartlip language 
oftered by Tsartlip Elder 
Theresa Smith, followed 
by the official welcome 
from Chief Curtis 
Olsen , who recounted 
some hi s tory of the 
Tsartlip people . In 
response, Pacific 
Islanders, both from 
overseas and living in 
Canada, conducted a 
yaqona (kava) 
ceremony. 

Conference participants gather at LAU, WELNEW Tribal 
School 

materials by foreigners, about 
the moves to force patent 
holders to recognize the 
traditional knowledge and 
development that has gone 
into these removed materials, 
about the initiatives to obtain 
economic benefits for 
Indigenous Peoples who share 
that knowledge , and about 
efforts to have an alternative 
or sui generis intellectual 
property rights law recognized 
by western nations and 
western institutions, e.g. the 
World Trade Organization. 
Focusing on traditional 
medicine, Maggie Vuadrcu 
from WAINIMATE spoke on SPPF was pleased to 

host 11 resource people for the workshops and keynote 
presentations. From across the Pacific came: Seini Fiu and 
Maggie Vuadreu, both associated with WAINIMATE, a Fijian 
traditional medicine organisation; Ralph Regenvanu, the 
director of the Vanuatu Cultural Centre and his co-worker, 
Francis Hickey; Michelle Lam and Chief Nelson Kile from 
Solomon Islands; Terri Keko'olani-Raymond from Hawaii; 
and Clark Peteru from Samoa. From closer to home were: 
Mutang Urud, from Malaysia but now living in exile in 
Canada; Elder Ellen White of the Snuneymuxw First Nation 
of Vancouver Island; and Edward Hammond, a Seattle based 

the role of women in conserving and passing on traditional 
knowledge . Edward Hammond of RAFI addressed the 
consolidation of ownership in the seed and agricultural 
industries, new and disturbing technologies aimed at 
developing countries - eg. the "terminator" technology -
and challenges on the international level to the underhanded 
actions of commercial plant breeders regarding patent law. 

Delegates took part in four thematic workshops: 

• Who Benefits? Who Decides? - Traditio11al 
Knowledge, Bioprospecting and Biopiracy 
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• A LHatter of Respect - Indigenous Cultural Property 
Rigbts 

kava symposium in Fiji as a forum to raise awareness on the 
control and commodification of kava, especially the threat 
to Indigenous intellectual property rights of patents and 
factory farming. 

• No More Witcbes - Traditional Medicine 

• Traditional Tenure and Resource Management 
Answers jar a Modern World 

Recommendations from the Traditional Knowledge 
workshop were: to support the development of sui generis 
options for national protection of traditional knowledge 
under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GAm; 
to support the Treaty for a Lifeforms Patent-free Pacific; to 
support PCRC to maintain and expand its work on 
intellectual property rights issues; and to use an upcoming 

The workshop on Indigenous cultural property rights 
focused on the pros and cons of patenting intellectual 
property as they relate to Indigenous culture, the energy 
expended by Indigenous peoples in their struggles to 
maintain their cultures and rights in the face of western 
exploitation, and the strength of belief of Indigenous 
Peoples in the value of their culture and tr.1ditional ways. 

The traditional medicine workshop was one of the most 

South to North 
Pacific Visitors on the Road 

by Margaret Argue 

Little did l'Jcific Islanders coming lO SPPF's 15th annual conference know that some of them would soon be walking in Northwest Coast rainforest in Haida 
Gwaii or standing on the edge of a remote lake in Northern Saskatchewan. As an adjunct to each conference, SPPF arranges for some of our Pacific visitors 
to visil First Nations communities in other parts of Canada. Over the years solid tics have been made with the Haida Nalion. whose islands territory lies 
offshore of the Canadian mainland and with Indigenous communities in Saskatchewan, the Canadian province that is home to uranium mining by France. 
1998 provided an opportunity to deepen these links. 

Cree and Fijian beaters }ind common 
ground in Nortbern Saskatcbewan 
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Ralph Regenvanu, director of the Vanuatu Cultural Centre, spent several days in Haida 
Gwaii, di,•iding his time between two Haida communities, Old Massett and Skitkgate. 
Ralph, who was hosted by the Economic Development and He1i1age Resources llnit of 
Old Massett Village Council, met with Haida representatives to discuss issues around 
cultural preservation, traditional medicim: and fishing practices and steeped himself in 
the traditions of Haida art. 

After the wind-up of the Pacific Networking Conft:rence. it was on to the Canadian 
Aboriginal Science and Technology Conference in Saskatoon. Saskatchewan, for Ralph 
and Francis Hickey, also associated with the Vanuatu Cultural Centre, and for 
WAINIMATE representatives Maggie Vuadrt:u and Seini Fiu (WAINIMATE is a Fijian 
traditional medicine organisation supported by SPPF). Their host and chair of the 
CASTS conference was Priscilla Settee, the 1\1rtle Island r<:presentative on the Board of 
Directors of the Nuclear Free & Independent Pacific Movemenl. The two teams gave 
workshops on Integrating Traditional Resource Management Systems and Traditional 
Mt:Uicine. 

Maggie and Seini went on a whirlwind lour. organized hy Don Kossick of the 
Community Outreach Centre, through northern Saskatchewan. Visiting the Indigenous 
communities of Pagan Lake. Meadow L1kc. Ile a la Crosse. L1 Loche and Clarke L1ke, 
they spcnt lime with traditional hcakrs and spoke to a group of Indigenous youth at 
Dene High School. Nexl !hey hoppcd on a plane to Winnipeg, Manitoba. Hosted by 
Stan McKay, former Moderator of the Unitcd Church of Canada. they saw the workings 
of the Aboriginal Health and Wellness Project at the Winnipeg Health Sciences Centrc. 
Then it was back to Saskatchewan to wind up their trip with Kerrie Strathy, a former 
colleague at WAINIMATE. Kerrie had arranged a consultation for them with officials at 
the Saskatchcwan Indian Federated College to explore the possibility of a future 
partnership with the WAJNIMATE Research and Training Institute (still in its conceptual 
stage). 

Even before the conference, SPPF was introducing another sct of Pacific visitors 10 the 
Pacific Islander community in Vancouver, BC's biggest city. The Canada-South Pacific 
Ocean Development Program (CSPOD) sponsorcd a I 0-person delegation to Coastal 
Zone Canada (CZC). a major ocean-oriented confercncc. The delegates - from Cook 
Islands, Piji, Kiribati. Samoa and Solomon Islands - were guests at a SPPF organiied 
"Hands Across the Pacific" reception in Vancouvcr. Thc event was a great success thanks 
lo the co-sponsorship and food provided by the Fiji Canada Association and thc Viti Fiji 
& South Seas Cultural Society of BC. The delegation then !raveled to Victoria to spend 
four days at CZC, concluding thc conference with thdr own special session, "Asian and 
South Pacific Experiences in Community Involvement in Coastal 7,one Managcment". 
Four members of the CSPOD delegation - Michelle Lam, Nelson Kile, Halph Rcgenvanu 
and Frdncis Hickey - stayed on for SPPF's conference. 
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The food provided by Tsartlip women and youth was a 
highlight of the conference 

dynamic. Participants came up with many 
recommendations: promote positive grassroots attitudes 
and behaviours about using traditional medicine; urge 
SPPF to facilitate a submission to UN hearings in 1999 on 
the disrespect for healers, misapplication of traditional 
medicines, and violations of applicable international 
conventions; support the formation and growth of groups 
like WAINIMATE in western nations; promote respect for 
the protocol of traditional healers by inviting medical 
profession representatives to take part in traditional 
ceremonies; take responsibility for and be part of our 
own healing; challenge Canadians to look at the barriers 
to traditional medicine in their health care system; 
research the implications of the 'Codex Alimentaris' for 
control of herbals; recognize the right of communities to 
protect their knowledge from exploitation; send further 
ideas for action to the Canadian Centre for Policy 
Alternatives and send song lyrics to Raging Grannies 
groups and/or form your own Raging Grannies group. 

In the Traditional Tenure and Resource Management 
workshop, the following issues were identified: the need 
to integrate formal government laws and regulations with 
a decentralized custom control of land and ocean 
management; the need to mitigate the influence of 
western educational models by renewing respect for 
traditional knowledge; and the need to maintain access to 
traditional resources and see that they are sustainably 
managed. The participants recommended that countries 
should protect traditional ecological knowledge by 
legislation, that cultural values should take precedence 
over economic and political values, that a balance 
between traditional and modern perspectives be 
pursued, that management of Pacific Island reef and 
marine resources should devolve to local communities 
wherever possible, and that interactions between Pacific 
Island peoples and First Nations peoples of Canada be 
encouraged to solve common issues. 

On the final day of the conference delegates had the 

opportunity to learn about recent developments in the 
Hawaiian sovereignty struggle and in Bougainville, land 
struggles of Indigenous people in Sarawak and Sabah in 
Malaysia, popular theatre as a tool for learning, and details 
about the Canada-South Pacific Ocean Development 
Program (CSPOD), Canada's major aid program in the 
South Pacific. 

Indigenous participants from the Pacific Islands and 
Canada expressed support for SPPF's increasing attention 
to traditional knowledge issues. SPPF was encouraged to 
continue its support for organizations like WAINIMATE 
and to further develop links between Indigenous Peoples 
of the Pacific and Canada on these issues. As a result, 
SPPF has developed a multi-year Indigenous Peoples and 
Science Project, which will begin in 1999. For further 
information, people can contact SPPF. 

Margaret Argue was on staff with SPPF from I 984 to 
1996 and returned tu organise the 1998 conference. 

Proceedings of the 1998 
Pacific Networking 

Conference 
are available from SPPF at $Cdn6.00 (US$4.50) 
plus shipping (C$3.50 in Canada; US$5.00 
outside Canada). 

T-shirts featuring the conference logo 
are also available. The logo was designed by 
Ake Lianga , a Solomon Islands artist studying in 
Canada. Price is $Cdn20.00 plus shipping 
(C$5 .00 in Canada, 
US$6.00 outside 
Canada). 
Sizes L or X-L. 

Send Crnadian or US 
dollars cheque or 
hank draft in US 
doll a rs to: 

South Pacific 
Peoples Foundation 

1921 Fernwood 
Road, Victoria, BC, 
VST 2Y6, CANADA. 

Margaret Argue shows 
off conference t-shirt 
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Misappropriation of Indigenous Knowledge 
The Next Wave of Colonisation 

byAroha Te Ao Maobi Pareake Mead 

\X' henever legal standards are used to implement what are 
essentially ethical concerns , one can always expect an almost 
h ysteric public reaction. This has been evident in the 
abortion/right to life debate, and similarly the issues of capital 
punishment and sexual orientation. Misappropriation of /angala 
wbenua (indigenous knowledge) is also a matter of morality. It 
has been an accepted practice by colonists and their 
descendants for a long time. In spite of vigorous protests by the 
world 's indigenous peoples, the problem is still escalating. 

This article will briefly explore 
examples of misappropriation of 
indigenous knowledge past and 
present. I will discuss current global 
trends in the environmental 
sciences and medical research, and 
indicate the direction which 
indigenous peoples have indicated 
should be taken in order to 
minimise the damage to indigenous 
peoples in what is best described as 
' the next wave of colonisation'. 

Aotearoa New Zealand as well as the 
rest of the global community will no 
doubt face a heated debate as citizens 
come to realise that misappropriation 
of indigenous knowledge and 
resources is as much an issue of 
national sovereignty as it is about rnce 
relations and human tights. 

In a discussion on misappropriation 
and commodification of indigenous 
knowledge, the western legal 
invention of cultm~1l and intellectual 
property rights (CIPR) inevitably 
comes up. The ability and desirability 
of CIPR to become the main 
mechanism to address and redress matters as comprehensive and 
interdepe ndent as nga taonga t11k11 ibo, the treasures of the 
ancestors, needs to be thoroughly debated. 

As with all issues of morality, one cannot enact legislation to force 
one individual to respect another. Ultimately, the will of citizens 
(academics, scientists, artists, musicians, w1iters to name but a few) 
as well as politicians and corporations to act ethically will 
determine whether the debate will be constructive or destructive. 

Ethical Research 
It has bten commonly accepted practice amongst many research 
professionals to acces.~ traditional indigenous information for thesis, 
published works and development of government (national and 
local) policy. Such works have been considered as 'public record '. 
Whenever the appropriateness of a non-indigenous person recording 
and interpreting indigenous knowledge has been raised (eg. NZ 
author Michael King), we are usually left with the explanation that if 

a non-indigenous person didn't record it, it would be 'lost' forever. 

That explanation might hold up for the collecting of 
information , but cannot withstand scrutiny when the eventual 
work is published as an author's work anti the financial proceeds 
(albeit few) are retained by the author. 

It has been argued that even if a non-indigenous author wanted to 
return the financial profits to the indigenous informants, they 
wouldn 't be able to identify the 'true owners' of the information. 
However, in the absence of identifying the indigenous 'owners', 

what right does a non-indigenous 
person have to assume ownership? In 
isolation this ma y not necessaril y 
present a problem , but when one 
considers that this practice has 
continued worldwide for many 
generations , the collective result has 
brought devastating consequences to 
indigenous communities. The Brazilian 
sociologist Paulo Friere stated in his 
often-quoted work Pedagogy of the 
Oppressed "as beneficiaries of a 
situation of oppression, the oppressors 
cannot perceive that if having is a 
condition of being. it is a necessary 
condition frir all humanity." 

A great deal of misinformation about 
indigenous peoples and their history 
pre and post colonisation has been 
promoted worldwide by non
indigenous authors and researchers. As 
a result, the world has lived a lie. For 
many governments, this has suited their 
objective to assimilate or annihilate 
indigenous peoples within their State. It 
is only through the global assertion of 

sovereignty into rangutiratanga rights by 
indigenous peoples that the rest of the world is able to better 
understand how naive and ignorant we have all been about the 
histOI)' of others, particularly other indigenous peoples. 

Misappropriation of indigenous knowledge in the social sciences 
has over time certainly contributed to the situation described 
above, but Social Scientists as a group of professionals have, 
generally speaking, improved their understanding of ethical 
rese;u·ch. Many have experienced prolonged and direct challenges 
by their 'subjects' and didn 't have much choice but to improve! 

There is a new team of science professionals however who are 
embarking on a course well-tramped. Without focusing their 
urgent attention to developing Research Codes of Ethics their 
path is bound to lead to conflict . Environmental scientists, 
medical researchers, and governments policy makers in these 
fields have for the most part been spared from experiencing 
public accountability. They have bee n left to their own on the 
assumption th.it whatever it is they are doing must be for the 
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public good. It is critical for professionals to develop ethical 
research methodology, particularly in light of the inseparability 
in today's climate of commercialisation of research outcomes. 
The user-pays, cost-effective, policy directive has numerous 
cultural and property rights issues threaded throughout. 
Ultimately, the morality of certain research projects needs to be 
thoroughly considered by those involved. National and 
international policies should only be used as instruments when 
all else fails. The onus must be on researchers and government 
policy makers, in the first instance, to act ethically and morally. 

Misappropriation of Biodiversity 
The difficulty in negotiating with the aforementioned 
professionals as to tl1e level of ethical protocol now required of 
them is in explaining the inseparability for indigenous peoples of 
the physical and metaphysical, the tangible and the intangible 
aspects of cultural and intellectual property. A very foreign 
concept for some. The English vocabulary has many terms to 
differentiate between the two, but this is not the case in most 
indigenous languages. The Maori term Taonga, for example, 
relates to both the physical and metaphysical. 

Iwi (tribal) customary knowledge forms the major component 
of what Maori describe as the mauri (life force) of our cultural 
and intellectual property. Misappropriation of physical 
indigenous taonga (assets) therefore, is wholly related to 
misappropriation of indigenous knowledge . Both elements are 
interdependent and inseparable. 

It stands to reason , therefore, that misappropriation of a natural 
resource prevents the parallel metaphysical resource from being 
utilised. This is why defending Iwi claims to the Waitangi 
Tribunal concerning sacred sites, confiscated lands and polluted 
waters, to name a few, Iwi consistently raise the 'mauri factor', 
which essentially is the metaphysical connection between 
customary knowledge of environmental and cultural well-being 
with a physical tangible resource. 

The Global Environment 
The environmenL'll community has come to recogn.ise that 7% of 
the earth's surface hosts between half and three-quarters of the 
world 's biological diversity. Virtually none of this boL'lnical treasure 
resides in either Europe or North America. In the industrialised 
world 's obsessive drive to develop super-breeds of fruit , vegetables 
and livestock, substantial habitats of rich biodiversity have been 
lost . ·n1e only sources of replenishment are the lands of developing 
countries. Biodiversity mining, as it has come to be known, is big 
business these days . The prospectors are virtually all from 
industrialised countries. The new mining sites are primarily in 
developing countries and those peoples most affected tend to be 
the world's indigenous peoples. 

New Zealand is recognised as part of the 'North ', an inherently 
white dub with the majority of members demonstrating appalling 
feats of colonisation. We follow the policies set by 'colleagues'. We 
make the same mistakes. We see land with scrub (popular name 
for native bush) and the first thing we do is burn it off so we can 
raise sheep and cattle. I don't know how many times I have 
listened to people, including the current Minister of Ma01i Affairs, 
who are almost incensed that pockets of Maori land are left 
'dormant '. They view the land as unproductive and the land 
owners as lazy and wasteful. But how much of this nation 's 
biodiversity , particularly indigenous flora and fauna, has been lost 
because of the push to raise livestock or farm genetically-improved 
super-crops? The guardiansh.ip responsibilities which indigenous 

<t You 

peoples universally refer to demand that our environmental 
management withstands the needs oJ future generations , a 
principle from which industrialised countries, including New 
Zealand, could well benefit. 

Biodiversity mining is a billion dollar industry made a lot easier 
for industrialised countries (the North) by the General 
Agreement on Trade and Tariffs (GATT). In a history making 
contract, Merck Pharmaceuticals signed a SUSI million (over 2 
years) deal with Costa Rica for bio-prospecting rights to one
third of the country's land area. The Canadian based RAFI (Rural 
Advancement Foundation International) published in I 993 a 
Report on Technology Transfer entitled 100+ Examples of the 
South's Informal Innovation Systems, Co11tributed to the 
North's Development. Among the examples are the following: 

• New Zealand's modest wheat industry has gained well over 
$5 billion in seed from developing countries since the creation 
of the International Germplasm Board in I 974. 

• Plant collector Clive Francis of Aust1~1lia violated his contract 
and pocketed lucerne (alfalfa) seed he was sent to study in Libya 
and, returning to Australia , now claims the seeds are worth 
millions to Australia 's livestock industry. 

How does this relate , you might ask, to indigenous peoples? 
Biodiversity mining is based on the philosophy that the 
resources of one country can be commercially exploited by 
another. The GATT makes it legal. In a country such as Aotearoa 
New Zealand, where ownership and management of our natural 
resources rests with two Treaty ofWaitangi partners, it is morally 
unacceptable for the Crown Treaty partner to enter into an 
international agreement which could allow for our country's 
natural resources to be commercially exploited by outsiders 
without consultation with the Iwi Treaty partners. In other 
countries the morality of commercialisation of natural resources 
is equally difficult. In all cases , national sovereignty is 
threatened as well as the rights of indigenous peoples. 

The main players in biodiversity mining are multinational 
pharmaceutical companies who rely a great deal on local indigenous 
knowledge to identify the plants with healing properties. The 
motives of such companies are clearly commercial. 

We are faced with the same dilemma referred to earlier, that in 
the absence of being able to ascertain customary 'ownership' of 
a native plant, what right does the government have to grant 
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patent/plant variety rights to an international or even national 
company? What right does the company have to patent? The 
immorality of the situation is multitiered: Governments, 
Companies, Research Scientists. 

Inherent in the GATT Agreement is approval in principle to the 
patenting of all life forms, a principle directly stated in cun-ent NZ 
legislation (NZ Patents Act). Not surp1ising therefore is confirmation 
that patenting has recently e"'tended into human genetic mate1ial. 
RAFI states that the US Government has over 1000 patent clain1s 
cun-ently being considered of human genetic material. 

A US-European consortium of scientists has established the 
Human Genome Diversity Project. Dubbed 'The Vampire 
Project' by indigenous peoples, its task is to collect DNA 
specimens of 700 endangered ethnic (indigenous) communities 
identified as 'Isolates of Historic Interest'. The Project has been 
rigorously criticised and the researchers involved claim that they 
are using the genetic material to find treatments to cure cancer 
and A.JDS. For the sake of humanity, one 

Property Rights of Indigenous Peoples. Participants came from 
the Pacific, South America, Europe, Asia and North America. The 
week-long conference focused on the commodification of 
indigenous cultural and intellectual property throughout the 
public and private sectors. An international declaration was 
subsequently developed and named the Mataatua 
Declaration in honour of the conference hosts. 

The Mataatua Declaration has moved on to occupy a place 
in history as one of the first international indicators identified by 
indigenous peoples of the ethics and protocols which should be 
considered by any individuals or organisations accessing 
indigenous cultural and intellectual property. 

Where to From Here? 
Through the Mataatua Declaration and other national and 
international agreements, there now exist5 minimum of guidelines 
which researchers and policymakers should observe. Some of these 

include: 

• Developing a Code of Ethics for C.ollecting ;md might possibly excuse the collection 
procedure. But how can one explain the 
patent claims? 

Reading the Mataatua 
Declaration is a must for 

Using Indigenous information. 

• Ensuring mat the mmillmll11 st.me.lards of Free 
and Informed Consent are obtained from 
Indigenml5 informants. Initiatives of Indigenous 

Peoples and the United 
Nations 
Through the annual sessions of the UN 
Working Group on lntligenous Populations 
(WGIP) indigenous peoples have 
established an international forum for 
information exchange and discussion of 
issues of national as well as international 
concern. The WGIP fomm is tasked with 
developing a draft Universal Declaration 
on the Right~ of Indigenous Peoples. l11e 
current D1~1ft refers to aspects of culn1ral 
and intellectual property in 4 of the 31 
Articles. Article 29 which has the broader 

any researcher. 
Implementing it is a 
responsibility of every 
research project. 
Ensuring that the 
Declaration is adhered 
to should be the 

• Shaiing any financial benefit5. 

Reading the Mataatua Declaration is a 
must for any researcher. Implementing it is a 
responsibility of every research project. 
Ensuring that the Declaration is adhered to 
should be the responsibility of every 
government. 

Indigenous peoples, for their part, must 
embark on a separate journey to protect the 
treasures of their ancestors. responsibility of every 

government. 

application states: 

"Indigenous peoples are entitled to the recognition of the full 
ownership, control and protection of their cultural and intellectual 
property. They have the right to special measures to control, 
develop and protect their sciences, technologies and cultural 
manifestations, including human and genetic resources, seeds, 
medicines, knowledge of the properties of flora and fauna, oral 
traditions, literatures, designs and visual and performing arts. 

Agenda 21 of the 1992 UN Conference on Environment and 
Development (UNCED), popularly known as the Earth Simunit, also 
makes specific mention of the intellectual property rights of 
indigenous peoples. 

"In full partnership with indigenous people ;md tl1eir conununities, 
Governments, and where appropriate, intergovernmental 
organisation, should ain1 at fulfilling the following objectives: 

Adopt or strengthen appropriate policies and/or legal 
instruments that will protect indigenous intellectual and cultural 
property and the right to preserve customary and administrative 
systems and pmctices." (26.4(b)) 

In commemoration of the 1993 UN International Year for the 
World's Indigenous Peoples, the nine Iwi of Mataatua (The Bay 
of Plenty Region) lead by Ngati Awa, convened the world's First 
International Conference on the Cultural and Intellectual 

Conclusion 
The new wave of colonisation leaves 
indigenous peoples in a position of enormous 

vulnembility. International agreements such as the GATT provide 
international acceptance for the principle of patenting all life f01ms, 
human as well as flom and fauna. l11e basic 1ight of a citizen must 
surely include the right to exist without being genetically t;m1pered 
with. We do not know that all citizens face this threat, but we do 
know that indigenous peoples, through projects such as the Human 
Genome Diversity Project, do. 

It can be referred to as a 'tampering'. It can also be referred to 
as 'misappropriation'. Either way it is immoral and brings back 
painful memories of the attitudes of the first colonists, who 
regarded indigenous peoples as savages not deserving of 
negotiation, consultation or consensus agreement. What has 
changed? Is the role of indigenous peoples and their resources, 
including DNA (whakapapa), simply to improve the livelihoods 
of colonists? Researches must be aware of these issues and 
ensure that though the development of Research Codes of 
Ethics they do not contribute further to the problem. 

Reprinted from Otago Bioethics Journal, jcmutllJ' 1993." 
Aro/Ja Mead is a Maori activist working on Indigenous 
knowledge and cultural rights issues. 
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The Mataatua Declaration 
on Cultural and Intellectual Property Rights of Indigenous Peoples 

June 1993 

PREAMBLE 

•• Recognising !bat 1993 is the United Nations International Year/or the World's Indigenous Peoples; 

•• Rea.ffinning the undertaking of tbe United Nation Member Slates to: "Adopt or strengt/Jen apjJrojJrictle policies 
and/or legal instruments !bat will protect indigenous intellectual and cultural property and t/Je right to preserve 
customary and administrative systems and practices" - United Nations Conference on Environmental; Development; 
UNCEDAgenda 21 (264f1J; 

•• Noting tbe working princl/Jles that emerged from !be United Nations Tecbnical Conference on Indigenous Peoples 
and tbe Environment in Santiago, Cbilefrom 18-22 Mc~)' 1992 (E/CN.4/Sub.2/1992/31); 

•• Endorsing tbe recommendations on Culture and Science from the World Conference of Indigenous Peoples on 
Territory, Environments and Developme11t, Kari-Oca, Brazil, 25-30 May 1992; 

WE 

.. Declare that Indigenous Peoples of /be world have tbe rig/JI to self determination; and in exercising /bat tbe rig/JI 
mus/ be rea>gnised as the exclusive owners of their b1tellectual and cultural proper~y. 

.. Acknowledge t/Ji// Indigenous Peoples bave a commonality of experiences relating to tbe exploitation of tbeir 
cultural and intellectual property; 

.. Affirm that tbe knowledge of tbe Indigenous Peoples of tbe world is of benefit to all huma11ily; 

.. Recognise Iha/ Indigenous Peoples are capable of managing their traditional knowledge themselves, but are 
willing to offer ii to all bumanity provided tbeir fundamental rig/Jts to define mu! control Ibis knowledge are 
protected by tbe international c·onununity; 

.. Insist tbat /be first beneficiaries of indigenous knowledge (cultural and intellectual property rigbts) mus/ be t/Je 
direct indigenous descendants of such knowledge; 

.. Declare that all forms of discrimination and exploitation of Indigenous Peoples, indigenous knowledge and 
indigenous cultural and property rights must cease. 

1. Recommendations to Indigenous Peoples 

b1 /be development qf policies and practices, Indigenous Peoples s/Jould: 

1. 1 Define fbr tbemselves t/Jeir own intellectual and property. 

1.2 Note tbat existing protection mecbanisms are insuf(icie11/ for the /Jrotection of Indigenous Peo/J/es Intellectual 
and Cultural Proper~y RigfJts. 

1.3 Develop a code of ethics wbicb external users must observe wben recording (visual, audio, written) their 
traditional and c11sto111m:y knowle{(l(e. 

1.4 Prioritise tbe establisb111e11t nf indigenous education, resean'b and training centres to promote their knowledge 
of custolllmJ' environmental and cultural practices. 

1.5 Reacquire tmdilional indigenous lands for the pi11pose of promoting customm:v agricultural production. 

1.6 Develop and maintain t/Jeir traditional practices and sanctions for tbe protection, preseruation and 
revitalisatim1 of their traditional intellectual and cultural properties. 

1. 7 Asses.~ existing legislation with respect to tbe protection of antiquities. 

l.H EstafJ/is/J an appropriate body with aj>/1ropriate mecbanisms to: 

a) /Jresen1e and monitor tbe commercialism or otberwise of indigenous cultural properties i11 tbe public domain; 

fJ) generally aduise and encourage Indigenous Peoples to take ste/Js to protect their cultural beritage; 

c) allow mandatory consultatiue process with respect to any new legislation affecting Indigenous Peoples' 
cultural and intellectual property rigbts. 

1. 9 Establish i11/ernatio11al indigenous injormalion centres and networks. 

I. JO Convene a Second International Conference (Hui) on /be Cullllral and Intellectual Property Rigbts of 
Indigenous Peoples to be hosted f>,J' tbe Co-ordinating Bot{)' fiir tbe Indigenous Peoples Organisations of tbe Amazon 
Basin (CO/CA). 

continued on page 18 
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Plants, Patents and Prospectors 
How Can We Best Protect Indigenous Knowledge 

by Clark Peteru 

The majori~V of tbe world's people re~J' on traditional 
knowledge of plants, animals, insects, microbes and 
fanning systems for food and/or 1nedicines. Eighry per 
cent of the world's population depends on indigenous 
knowledge to meet their medicinal needs and at least half 
rely on indigenous knowledge and crops for food supplies. 
Indigenous knowledge has aLm helped to Juel innovation 
and development in multi-billion dollar industries, 
ranging from agriculture and pharmaceuticals to 
chemicals, paper products and energy 

The Pacific (excluding Australia and New Zealand, but 
including Pacific Island states south and north of the 
equator) is a vast region extending over 29 million km2 of 
which only about 500,000 km' is land. The geographical 
and ecological isolation of Pacific islands has led to the 
evolution of unique species and communities of plants and 
animals . There are about 2,000 different types of ecosystem 
throughout the Pacific and on some islands 80% or more of 
the species are endemic (i.e. found on that island only and 
nowhere else in the world). The region also has the most 
extensive coral reef systems in the world, with vast and 
complex marine ecosystems. The full extent of biological 
diversity is not known conclusively, however, for either 
marine or terrestrial systems because detailed biological 
inventories are lacking. It has been estimated that only 10 
per cent of tropical species have been described. 

Linked to the issue of biodiversity is that of indigenous 

Clark Peteru at the conference 

customary knowledge and practices with respect to the 
natural environment, including the medicinal uses of fauna 
and flora. There is a need to document and promote the 
wider use of customary knowledge and environmentaJly 
sound customary practices. This requires the development 
of effective legal mechanisms for protecting the intellectual 
property rights of indigenous people, including traditional 
resource owners. It also requires that customary practices 
that benefit conservation are reinforced by incentives and 
those that are detrimental are regulated. 

Sanctions could be imposed for breaking customary laws 
and formal recognition in legislation, policy or plans could 
be given to customary environmental conservation and 
management practices. The following examples of 
provisions in draft environmental legislation show some of 
the approaches being taken. 

Kiribati: 

to promote environmental education and research at 
all levels and to utilise existing traditional and 
customa1:y practices that promote the protection, 
preservation, restoration, improvement and 
management of the environment. 

Niue: 

to encourage knowledge, innovations and practices 
embodying traditional lifestyles that promote the 
protection, conservation, improvement and 
management <.>f the environment. 

Samoa: 

to encourage and foster knowledge, innovations and 
practices embodying aspects of the faaSamoa that 
promote the protection, conservation, improvement 
and management of the environment. 

The importance of indigenous knowledge regarding the use 
of medicinal plants has not been lost on biotechnology and 
pharmaceutical industries. Such information, coupled with 
plant samples, increases the chances of isolating genes or 
chemicals that can have commercial uses in the agricultural 

.~ ~ or pharmaceutical industries. Bio-prospectors (scientists 
"8 who provide pharmaceutical companies and similar bodies 
~ with samples of plants, animals and micro-organisms for 
~ analysis and - where available - indigenous knowledge 
-~ about the use of such samples) are active in many islands. 

~ Patents, copyrights and plant breeders' rights are examples 
"'!'. of intellectual property rights. They are mechanisms which 
f? protect "creative effort "' and the industrial property 
0 
~ resulting from that effort . The creative effort cannot be 
Q..; 

seen or touched; it is intangible. Nevertheless it results in 
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something tangible, like a book or an invention. 
Patents and copyrights protect both the creative 
effort and the product. Like personal property they 
can be sold, exchanged, given away or licensed. 

lntellecn1aJ property exists in various forms at various 
stages in the development of an 'invention'. At its 
inception, an idea is sin1ply a piece of information or 
knowledge, whose only claim to protection is that it 
has not yet been made public. This information is 
capable of being legally protected by confidentiality or 
trade secrecy laws. The next step, in all likelihood, is 
that the idea will be written down or recorded in some 
way. Protection of that record may be achieved 
through trade secrecy laws or through copy1ight. If the 
idea turns out to be inventive, protection may be 
obtained by applying for a patent. 

Indigenous communities need to consider whether 
intellectual property laws such as patents are an 
appropriate means for protecting their knowledge. Ua Pou, Marquesas Islands - The Pacific is renowned for its 
The underlying principle behind intellectual property diverse ecosystems and preponderance of endemic species 
laws is private property. In contrast, the communal nature 
of indigenous societies has at its core the values of 
exchange and sharing of things, including knowledge. This 
fundamental difference would suggest that intellectual 
property laws are likely to be inappropriate for protecting 
indigenous knowledge. 

Patents 
A patent is the grant of an exclusive (monopoly) right to 
exploit an invention. The invention must then be disclosed 
to the public. The idea that patented inventions should be 
the sta11ing point for further innovation is fundamental to 
patent law. Patent systems are designed to encourage the 
disclosure of information to the public by rewarding 
inventors for their endeavours. 

The law works in this way because it is fair that the creator 
be rewarded for his efforts (the other side of this being that 
'free-riders' should be penalised for illegally benefiting from 
the creation); secondly, investors can recoup their research 
and development costs (and so are willing to invest again in 
further ventures); and thirdly society as a whole can benefit 
from the creation. The benefits are less obvious however 
for developing nations. If there is little competition, the 
monopoly may impose serious social costs, especially when 
the fundamental needs of the poor are at stake. 

Exclusive use of the invention, for a limited period of time 
is assured to the inventor or his employer by patent law, but 
only in the country or territory subject to the law. The 
applicant must obtain patents from other foreign countries 
if he wishes to protect the invention there. 

The importance of the patent is particularly great in the 
pharmaceutical industry, in which product research is 
relatively expensive but imitation is relatively easy. 
Patents will probably be similarly important in 
biotechnology for much the same reason. 

The Evolution of Patents 
Historically, patents were granted only to industrial 
inventions. Over a number of years they came to be 
extended to living things. The United States grants patent 
protection for a wide variety of living material: novel DNA 
sequences, genes, plant parts, plant or animal varieties, 
purified compounds and genetically altered microbes, 
plants and animals. Protection in European countries is not 
as wide. In many developing countries living organisms, 
biological processes and products cannot be patented. 

With patents now being applied to a vast array of things, it 
is conceivable that patent claims will be made over genes 
or biochemicals that occur in nature, even though 
innovation, not discovery, is the basis of the patent claim. 
Thus, in many industrialised countries, patents are allowed 
if the discovery requires a notable input of human effort 
and ingenuity. The argument goes that companies should 
be rewarded for undertaking the difficult task of making 
natural genes useful. Although the research costs are high 
the imitation costs are slight, hence, protection is 
warranted. 

For example, in the case of agriculture, a gene will usually be 
patentable only if it is used in a species in which it did not 
evolve or could not have been transferred to through 
conventional breeding. Similarly, the purified form of a 
chemical can be patented if the chemical is found in nature 
only in an unpurified form. Thus, the purified sample or 
genetically altered organism could be protected while the r.tw 
material or original organism remains part of the public 
domain available for others to use. It is little wonder then that 
developing cow1t1ies are frustrated with a system that labels 
their resources as open access, but then establishes private 
property rights for products based on those resources. 
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Only intellectual effort can be protected as intellectual 
property - wild species, mw extracts or products arising in 
nature cannot. Tropical rJinforests and coral reefs have an 
abundance of biodiversity and present a variety of potential 
objects for which intellectual property protection might be 
sought. Only some, however, are protectable under existing 
laws. Objects for which intellectual property protection 
might be sought include: 

• knowledge pertaining to the habitat , its species and their 
usefulness. 

• inventories of species and compilations of such 
information in databases. 

• extrJcts and purified compounds from the species. 

• the methods for preparing and administering such 
substances. 

• seeds and genes isolated from the species. 

• pure-bred or hybrid crops or animals originally found in 
wild habitats. 

• synthetic derivatives of the compounds or genes isolated 
from the species. 

• products prepared from such compounds or by use of 
such genes. 

Are patent laws suitable for protecting 
indigenous knowledge? 
Patents can sometimes be used to protect the knowledge of 
indigenous people and traditional healers and farmers. 
Traditional healers could be granted patents for novel uses 
of a compound. Also, if a traditional medicinal use of a 
compound is public knowledge, then patent laws should be 
applied to prevent others from patenting that compound 
for the same purpose. Similarly, a trnditional farmer who 
breeds a new variety of plant could probably receive 
protection under most ~)'Stems of plant breeders' rights. 

Overall however, patent laws tend to be unsuitable to 
protect indigenous knowledge or innovation (as applied to 
plants) for three ba'iic reasons: 

I . Indigenous communities share a repugnance to the idea 
of ownership over life-forms. Unless they change their 

~, uM ...-~ ·-e., w& c.i.n'+ 
~- . . u.n,~-.,uh .. . • 

cultural world-view of what can and cannot be owned, it 
would be difficult for them to take even the first step, i.e. 
a claim of ownership. 

2. Indigenous knowledge may not meet the requirements 
for patentability. For example patents are available for 
'new' knowledge , not traditional knowledge, which by 
definition has been around for some time. Moreover the 
patent system tends towards individual rather than 
community ownership . Neither problem is legally 
insurmountable, but they do expose the cultural and 
commercial bias of the patent system. 

3. Even if the foregoing points were satisfied, there would 
still be practical problems of filing and registering the 
patent claim and, when granted, protecting the rights 
conferred - assuming that the benefits from 
enforcement outweighs its cost. 

The conventional intellectual property system, while 
theoretically capable of allowing indigenous communities 
to stake substantial monopoly claims, presents indigenous 
people with two major hurdles. First, indigenous people 
wottld be forced to change their world-view regarding 
ownership of knowledge . Second the costs of participation 
would be prohibitive. 

Rural Advancement Foundation International (RAFI), an 
NGO working on traditional knowledge issues, concludes 
that indigenous communities could "succeed in winning 
the right to establish patent claims over biological 
products and processes ... But it is likely that the economic 
benefits of such protection would be negligible in most 
situations most of the time". 

A New Intellectual Property System? 
Indigenous groups which feel uncomfortable dealing with 
the conventional inteUectual property system could devise 
an alternative system, one that is more in tune with their 
particular situation. The following could provide useful 
starting points. 

Model Law on Folklore - Adopted in 1985 by UNESCO 
and the World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO), 
this document is helpful in three ways: communities rather 
than individuals can be the legally registered innovators; 
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I Final Statement of the Consultation on Indigenous Peoples' I 
~mill Knowledge and Intellectual Property Rights ~mill 
~ Suva,April1995 :ffiS 

11111m PREAMBLE lllllm 
We tbe />arllcipants at tbe Regional (.'011s11/tation on Judigenous Peoples' Knowledge and /11tel/ectua/ Propero1 Rights beld 111 April, 1995 in Suva, Fiji, z= 

Ml" 1,.,,", independent countries audjh>1n n<>n·autonomous colonised tern'tories /Jereby: mli" 
d RecoKnlse tbat tbe Pacific re!!,ion ho/ifs a signifkaut proportion of tbe world's indige11nus cu/lures, /a11R11uges and biol<>!!,ical diversity; d 
rnn,

1 

Supp,,rt tbe initiatiues "f tbe Mataatua Dec/arati"n ( 1992), tbe Kari Oca Dec/<1ratirm (1992), juluyinlml Statement ( 1993) and t/Je Sout/J n;;-
1111 111111 Anwrican und Asian consultution n1eetin1:s; Jiii 

~ /Jec/ure //Jr! rlR/J/ of JndiRenv11s Peo/1/cs of the P<1cijic /() setf-gouemance and independence and "umersblp of our lands, territories und re.wurces ,5 

lllJJ~I as the basis /fir lbe preservation of Indigenous Peoples' knowledge; Jl1111Jf 
Reco[!.nise tbut lndige11011s Peoples of tbe Pacific exist as unique atul distinct peoples irrespective of tbeir political S/(l/l/.~; 

ttcknowled/;e tbal the most effertive 1neans to /11/ji'I our responsibilities to our descendants is throup,h the c11stc11nary transmis.~ion and 
enbance11wnt <1/ our knowledge; 

Reaff/nn tbat b11periulis1n Is perpetuated through intellectual property rip,hls systenu, science and modern technology to control and e.Yploit the 
lands, tcwritorles and re.~ources of lnd(r:enous Peoples; 

J)ec/an• lrull1:.e11011s Pr!nples are willinp, to sbllre 011r knowledge 1vith h111nani(J' prrJ1Jided we detennine when, where and how it is used. At 
/1rese11t tbe inter11atlonal syste111 does not recognise or respect our past, present lint! potential contri11utions; 

Assert our i11bert!11l right to define ui/Jo ire are. We do not ap/Jrove <?/'any otber de)i'nit/on; 

('011den1n atte111pts lo 1111derua/11e lndlp,eno11s Peoples' traditional scienl'e and knou1/edge; 

Co11de1nn tbose wbo use our hioloKical diversity j(Jr con1111ercia/ t1nd ntber p1111>oses witbout our full k11ow/edge und consent. 

WE PROPOSE AND SEEK SUPPORT FOR THE FOLLOWING PLAN OF ACTION: 
I. 

2. 

/11/liate the esta/Jl/s/J111e11t of l/ treaty declaring /be Pacific '"g/rm /() be a /ifefimns paten/free z"ne. 

1.2 Jndude In the treaty protocnls KOVerning l>iof>rosfJel'llnp,, b11nu1n genetic researcb, 'i11 situ' conservation b)' lndip,enous Peoples, 'ex situ' 
collections and ro/.eva11t inter1u1tiu1u1/ i11strun1ents. 

1.3 Issue a stuten1ent announcinK lbe lret1ly t11ul seeking endorse1nent by tbe Soutb Pad/le Forum t11ul other upf>roJ>riate regional and 
internatinnalfora. 

/.4 Urge l'uci)h: l{<wen1111ents to sig11 t1nd in1plen1enl tbe trt?aly 

/. 5 Implement an ed11catlo11a/ awt11tmess strale~CLJ' about the treaty's objec:tives. 

Call fnr a moratorium on bioprospeclinl{ In the Paci)i'c and Ur]{e Indigenous Peoples 1101 to cu-operate In l>iopro~t>ecting activities until apprvprit1te 
/1rutection 1nec/Janlsms are in place. 

2.J /Jioprospecting as a term 11ee~· lo be clearly defined lo exclude Jndige1uJ1t..'> Peoples ' c11.~/<J111a1:J' hun:esti11p, activities. 

2.4 Assert that 'In situ · c<H1ser11t11inn /Jy Indigenous Peoples is J/Je b(•sl 1netbod to n>nserve a11tl fJrulei:I bio/op,icu/ diversity anti iudigenrnts 
know/edp,e, and encourage its /111ple111e11lution by indigen<nls «01111nu11ities and all n.>levanl bodies. 

2. 5 E11e<JUl¥1,~e lntlil{et1011s Peoples to t11t1i11lt1in a11d expt11ul our k11owlet/ge of loL·a/ biolngica/ resources. 

J. Cont mil uurseh·es lo 1uislng pul>/ic: tlUJUIY?tll!SS of the danp,ers of expruf>rialiou of i11tlige11011s knowler(~e und resources. 

3."i E11court1Ke cl.lief~·. elders a1ul nJ1n11u111ily leaders lo play a /etuler.~hi/> role ht t/Je />rotectinn r?f l11diKe1101-1s t'eop/es' knowledge ct11d resources. 

4. Recognise the urgent need tu identify the e.\·teut of e.\1>rofJriution tbat /Jas a/retU~)' occurred und i.~ cont/1111inK in the l'anfic. 

1.5 Seek reputrfatton of /11dig11eo11s Peoples' rt!SOllrces alretu~}' beld in external collections and seek contpensa/1011 a11d r<~)'ttlties jhnn co1111nercia/ 
cleve/0J>nte11ts resulting front tbe.\e re::murct!s. 

I 
-= ..... 
~mill 

;I 
I a 
1~m1 -
11111111 
= 

i 
.!iii 

~~m1 ; 
== 
i 
~~m1 -11111~1 5. Urge l'anfic: !!,<J1Jern111e11ts wbo ba11e not signed the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (CAT/) to refuse to do so, and encourage those := 

grwer11me11ts wbo baoe alre"dy Si!!,netl to protest against any provisions which facilitate tbe e>.1>rojlriatiou of lndiRenous Peoples' k11owlecl!!.e and ~ 

~ resrmrces and the /wtent/11~ of life f()rl/IS. Ml~ 
_ 5.6 lnrvrpurate the co11cer11s of /11dige11011s Peoj>les to />rotect tbeir knowledge cuu/ resources into /egislatio11 hy i11c/11din!!, 'flrit>r iufi>nned co11se111 ()r .===: 

nnllll "" /ufimnecl crmseut (PICNIC) procedures and excluding tbe patenting of life fi1r111s. ;;:

11 1111 6. Encourage tbe Sou lb Pacific FfJr11n1 Iv u1ne11d its rules of procedure to enable accreditation of lnd(q,enou.~ Peoples and NGOs as observers to future 111111 

iii 7
· ::s~:~;i~~::;~~;:;:i~~~1:1~~;~~~s·Z::~::e~i: ::~~/ ~~~~;,~,;~':::~~~p~;,~·~~'::z:;nr Pmgramme (UNDP) ancl regional donors to continue to support w 

- H. Strengthen /be capacities of Indigenous Peoples to maintain their oral traditions, llnd encourage iniliatioes by Indigenous Peoples to record tbeir ::::i:. I knowledge In a permmient jr)rm uccordinR to tlnir customary access procedures. -=-=MU 
~ 9. Urge u11i1:ersities, cburcbes, governnwnts, non·l(Ol-'erllnrental organisations and otber instit11tio11s to reconsider tbeir roles in tbe expropriation of ..-.. 
~mllf Indigenous Peo/J/es'knawledge and resources untl tv assist In tbelr return to t/Jeir rightful owners. ~~ml 

c::::::: JO. Call on the govern111ents and crJ1tx1rate bodies rt.!S/U>11si/Jle fin· t/Je destruction of Pacific biodiversity to stop their destructive proclil'es and to a::: 

=:::::_ nnnpenst1te the affected L·ommunities and robobilltate t/Je affecter/ enoirn11>11e11t. ==: 
11111111 Iii. I I Call 011 Fra11ce to stop definitively Its nudear testin~ in tbe Pacifi<· <1nd rept1ir lhe damaged biodi11ersity. 11111~1 
= GLOSSARY = 
mm~ 'In Situ' - 'On-Site'. In situ l'Onservation is the conservation of ecosystems and natural habitats and the maintenance and recovery of viable populations of Nti~ 
~ species in their natural surroundings and, in the case of domt:sticatc:d or culrivate<l species, in the surroundings wht:re they have developed their distinctive.: ~ 

nn1111 properties. iii11 
1111 'Ex-Situ' - 'Off-Site'. This refers, for example, to the conservation of genetic resour~es outside their natural habitats, eg. Gene Ilanks and Botanical Gardens. 111111 

;llll~llaij~ll~~lll 11m11~HHii~~111=l1~11~Hll~IMU1=111~11~~1~~111=1111111~~~,,~~111=1111111~11~~~~111 lllllll~ij~~ilr 
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The Kava Boom 
Will the Pacific Benefit? 

1his arlicle is edited /JJ' Undo Pe1111ellsjiw11 lll'o />a/1ers /JJ' Clark 
Peter11: The Kava Plant and Ownership Issues ( 1997) and 
Case Study - Indigenous Innovations and Practices (1998). 
Atltli/io11al i11ji1n11atio11 is included .fi"<im SPP/'"s 1998 l'acijlc 
Netu·orking Conference and periodicals. 

(;rowing and nurturing kava , a plant in th<: pqipn family. has b.:.:n 
a labour i.ntcnsivc passion for l'at.:ilk Islanders for mon· than 5,000 
)Tars . The kav:1 plant is inkrtik and tkpcntknt on human 
propagation for reproduc tion . The cardul scln:tion skills, passed 
from fath<.:r to son for g<.:nerations . arc responsible for the 118 
cultivated varieties existing today. 

The kava plant is grown in Fiji , Vanuatu , the Federated States of 
,\licroncsia, Samoa, Hawai'i, French Pulync~ia , T<mga, and W'allis & 

Futuna. Kava's origins in each countrv ari:- richly wrapped in 
legend. The name. kava, also givt,n to the coffee-coloured liquid 
extracted from the kava root, is <.:onsumed extensively on 
n :rcmonial and so<.:ial o<.:<.:asions. 

On some islands, kava roots wcrt· traditionally <.:leaned , cut, 
<.'hewed and spat into a communal kava howl. Water or <.:o<.:omn 
milk was added and the r<.:sulting hcvcrJgc servi:-d in coconut shell 
cups. On other islands , the kava is pounded . Today, kava is most 
<.:ommonly dried and pounded into powder. packed into a doth 
often made from the hibiscus tree . soaked in water. and squeezed 
to relea": the kava juict:. 

Kava users report that the drink calms without dulling tht: mind. 
without hangov<.:r, and without addic tion. 

The wider world discovered kava through the generosity of Pacific 
hosts who traditionally offer a half <.:oconut shell of kava drink in 
respect and friendship. :'\/ow global demand is soaring for the kava 
root. so centrJI to th(.' spiritual, medicinal and r<.:crcuional culture 
of th<.: South Pacific. With th<.: global demand com<.:s complex 
comm<.:rcial, cultural and <.:thical questions. 

Kava was d<.:scrihed in th<.: journal of the botanist accompanying 

contin(.'nts as drugs , health foods and in other forms. Kava is 
considered a drug in Europe and then:fure more heavily regulatnl 
than in the US where it is d<.:en1t:d a dit-tary supplement. In 1998 a 
team of University of South l'adfic and .Japanese r<.:searchers found 
that ka va inhibits tumour necrosis factor -alpha . a tumour 
promoting factor, which could signal a breakthrough in can<.:cr 
re:-oc;1rch . 

The active ingr<.:dients of k:l\~1. <.:ailed kavalactones, are contained 
in its rt:s in . Thr<.:e kavalactones (dihydrom<.:thysticin Dl-IM, 
dihydrokavain DHK and kavain) give kava its well donunented 
potential as a slccp-indu<.:ing agent, painkiller, local anaesthetic, 
anti-convulsiv<.: agent and muscle relaxant, anri-ba<.:terial agent and 
food prcstTvative. 

The :'\/ational Business Journal projecti:-d 1\mcrieans would spe nd 
almost llSS50 million on kava in 1998. more than a thrt:e-fold 
increase ov<:r 1996. lkm:md is heating up in Europt·an. _Japanese 
and other markets. Web sites that sell kava arc mushrooming. A 
Fijian kava exporter. Hatu .Josateki Nawalowalu. savs his companv 
struggles to s11pplv 16 tonnes a week when the demand is for 100 
tonnes. lk was quoted in Agem:e Franc<.:-l'r<.:sse saying that with 
pmp<.:r govcnurn:nt badJ.ng he could boost national revt·1111t· from 
kava exports to USS 150 million in three years. replacing sugar as 
till: country 's main rcv<.:nue earner. 

Kava has traditionally, and continues to he, grown largely by 
subsistence farmers and villagers. In the late 1990s, there are 
reports or kava prices increasi.ng IO-fold in tTsponsc to tht· surge 
in world dem:md. The big money is triggering an increase in kava 
production :11 tht· expense of food crops. posing st:veral questions. 
\Vhat arc the risks to food security' When Australia . Papua New 
(;uinea , tht· L:S and other countries ar<.: starting or t:Xpioring to 

grow kava . how competitiv<.: will small-s<.:ak Pacific produ<.:ers he 
in the future' Will the l'a<.:ilk Islands ht· a markt·t force or he 
li>n:nl out of tht· market ' 

Pope.John Paul II drinks ct coconut 
sbe/I <?l kava i 11 Fiji 

Captain James Cook on 
his first vovage to the 
South Pacific in 17 68-
177 1. By 1860 

Intdlectual prop<.:rty rights are :t burning issue.: . For decad<.:s . 
overst·as laboratories have condut·ted r<.:seard1 on kava. for the 
most part independentlv of anv kava-producing Pacific Island 
country. lncrc:- :"ingly Pal'ific lslandcrs arc ass<.:rting that SU<.'h 
research should be identified and only proceed on nrntually-agreed 
terms. reS<.·archl'rS 

developed 
had 

alcohol 
extract , pills. ess<:ntial oils 
and syrup from kava. By 
1920 kava appeared as a 
s<.:dativ<.: on the Europ<.:an 
pharmaceutical market. 
Tht· Japanes<.: us<.:d it as a 
treatment for gonorrhoea 
prior to World War II . 
Now an arra y of kava
hascd pr<.·parations are 
available: on sev<.:ral 

Can the kava plant , the gt:nes or <:hemicals it contains. or even the 
name kt11Y1 be protected? The:- Rural Advancement Foundation 
International has <.:xplored the issues and concludes that an 
alternative model, uniqudy tailored to Pacific n<.:cds , is requirt'<I . 
The following is a prt:cis of HAFl's findings on the key cxisting 
options: patents, plant breeders ' rights and trademarks. 

Paten_t_s - c;enes c:rn be p :itented in the l:S and some other 
domains . Hcsearchers seek to isolate the gcn<.:s responsible for the 
kavalactone content. The complex 1o:enetic make-up of kava may, 
however. mt:an that genetic research will not be as productive as 
chemical research. Foreign patents have been issued on 
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pharm:u:nllicals tkrived from the kava plam. RAFI reports that no 
discussions were ht"ld with Pacific Island countries or 
communities hdcire the patents wert" obtained. ,'lo royalties or 
benefits are being paid to them. Th<" kvel of patelll ae1ivi1y in 
Pacific Island countries is minimal to non-existent. Some have no 
patt"nl laws. Others have laws allowing the registration of foreign. 
bill not domestic. patents. Kava gnl\vt"rs will probably find it 100 

expensive lO applv and protect patents in countries other 1h:111 
their own. Strategies for licensing patents to otht:rs are central to 
the effective maximhalion of bend1ts. llowever. it is unlikely that 
kav;1 gnnvers \viii have the coht:"sion and capacity to nlaxi n1ist: 

lit'lonsi.ng opportunities. 

Plant breeders' rii:hts - Kava growers can not prolel'! thl'ir kava 
varil'lit·s using plam hrct·ders ' rights (PBIO hl'CJUSl' no Pacific 
Island country has plant vari«ty protection law. Making lhl' issue 
more problematic is the genetic diversity common lo traditional 
. kava varieties. lkcaust" of this, il would probably not meet nileria 
dcfi.ning a new varietv as set hv The l ' nion for the Protection of 
:'-/ew Varieties of Plant ( l:l'OV). Despite these barriers to Pacific 
Islandt'fs gaining l'llR prol«l'lion. there is no impediment in 
several devt'loped countri«s lO gaining PllR prolt"Clion for new 
kava varieties l'Vl'n though the variety would most likdy havt" 
lll't'n based on plant matl'fial from the Pacific Islands. t: POV 
t'ompliancc would also llll'an imposing a law that ovt'rturns the 
l'acilk custom of sharing plaming matnial and fails to understand 
the communal system of innovation through which farml'rs sdt'cl. 
improH' and hrct'll diverse kava varictii:s. 

Even it' kava growi:rs. lht:mst'lvcs. can not obtain inll'lkuual 
proper!\' pnllcction t<>r plalll materials, they can still demand that 
govcrnmcnls pmhihil pharmaceutical companies and ochers from 
patt'llling such material found on their lands. 

Tr~~~_!l_1_¥)9\ - In 19'>7. the South l~tcitic Forum Secretariat sought 
an opinion on whether kava could be trademarked. Th<" answer 
was no. Kava is so well known not only in the Pal'ilk. but beyond. 
that it would ht· as difficult or impossihlt· lo trademark as coffee or 
soap. On a more positive note. it was suggt·stcd that Pacific Island 
nations could hand togcclter and create a certification mark such 
as Pacific kt11Y1 which could he tradcrnarknl lo idcntit'y kava and 
kava pmdul'ls originating in the South Pacific. l!S and European 
companies already have trad«marks such as Kuuo Pure and 
Kt11:utril. 

,\nmher contentious issue is the abund:tnce of kava plams and 
dried samplcs held in munerous institutions ancl collcctions across 
l he globe. The l'acitlc Islands have no kgal rt·courst· to reclaim I he 
significant volume of kava gcrmplasm lot·ated in foreign 
collection., prior to the Convcn!ion on Bio-Divcrsic y (CllD) . 
Collections held hy the International Agriculn1ral lksearcl1 Cetllrt', 
whid1 111ade no previous attempt to control comm«rcial use. are 
being brought under the scope of the UII>. 

Bio-prospecting makes the problem worse by the day. llio
prospecting refers to uilleccing sampks of plams. trees, hushes. 
marine organisms or soil sampks t<ir scientific analysis with the 
intt·ntion of commercial exploitation. Often. bio-prosp«cturs tap 
the knowl('(Jg<: of local people and traditional heakrs 10 identifv 
plants, such :is k:iva . and their spedal properties. 

Fiji's Sustainabk Ocvclopment Bill is the first Pacific Island 
attempt lO 1arg«t hio-prospcctini-:. Some island nations. hmn·,·cr. 
do prohibit the removal of plants. coral and fish under agricultural 

or livt"stock acts. 

I lmln international law. the plant 
rt·sou1Tes of a country are the 

properly of that country. In lht" 
Pacific hlands. the knowledg<" 
regarding lht· 1nedil'inal uses of a s 

plant is the propnly of the ~ 
family or comnrnnity which ~ 
holds that knowkdgi:. Rarely, -~ 

ht.>Wt'Vt'f, .is Cl>ITipl'n~ation Jll:Hk e 
for the contribution of the S 
conununity, either regarding its .g 
knowkdg<" rdating to the plant 's ::).. 
medicinal properties, the 
breeding of the plam in order to 
bring nut dl'sirl'd characteristics . 

ti grmuer disfJko1s a bundle <f kaua mots 

or simply the nurturing of th<" plant to ensurt· that it survivt"s. 
Countries must therefore he vigilant in deteuing coven collecting. 

Action has rn:cntly started on the bio-prospt'l'ling front. In l l)'J'i 

th« Pacific Concerns lksourc« Celllre hosted the CNI>I' fumkd 
Regional Consultation on Indigenous Peoples' Knowledge and 
lntl'llectual Properl y Rights. Th« conference ren>mmcnded a 
moratorium on hio-prospccting in the Pacific and urged 
Indigenous Pn>pks lo rdusc to cooperate with hio-prospn·tors 
until appropriate protection mechanisms \\TIT in plat:« . 
l'anicipants insisted that originating communities/countries be 
shareholders in th« companit·s manufacturing any restilt ing 
product. The n:gion's first profit-sharing agrn·m«nl resulting from 
bio-prospn:ting is being negotiated bv the t :niversit\' of tht· South 
l~1cifk am! the LK's Strathclyde l:niversity. 

Clark l'«t«ru advocates that ex situ colkctions h« brought within 
the CllD an<l that eommu11itil's and count ries which original ly 
provided lh« gerrnplasm hc accorded so ,·ereign rights which 
t·ntick them lo regulate access and o btain benefits on the same 
basis as for their in situ colkclions. l't·tnu furlh«r '"'t'l'ts that 
PaciJ1c kava producing nations need to swp skirmishing among 
thcmsdvt"s and cake a unitt"d stand against multinational interests. 
I-le c;11ls t<ir anion: 

At tbe 1U1tio11al level 

•
0 put strict controls or a han O\'l'f !ht' «Xpor! of planting 

matnial. 

•
0 establish national kava councils t o coordina l« kava 

devdopmenl. 

At tbe regimwl level 

•• fat:ilit;He dialogut: and coordination an1ong µ,ro\VlTS, r('tailcl's. 

wholesalers. exporters and manufanurns of kava and kava 
products. 

•
0 set industry standards and ethical guiddines. 

•
0 provid<" a rt:gional strat«j..'V for the production and marketing of 

kava. 

At the illte1·natio11al level 

•
0 lobby governmt"nls lo bring ex situ collections within the CBI>. 

•
0 fadlitatc rhc devl'lopmenl of a rnodd t<>r kava plant protection 

that rdkcts Pacific Islands realities. Existing IPR modds arc 
not appro priate. 
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continued Ji-om {Jtl[~e 11 

2. Recommendations to States, National and Internat-ional Agencies 

In tbe deuelopment of policies and practices, States, National and International Agencies must: 

2. I Recognise that Indigenous Peoples are the guardians <if their customt:llJ' knowledge and have the rig/JI to protect and 
control di.~semination of that knowledge 

2.2 Recognise /bat Indigenous Peoples also ba11e the right to create new knowledge based on cultural traditions. 

23 Note /bat existing /iroteclfon mecbanisms are insufficient j<ir tbe protection of Indigenous Peoples' Cultural and 
Intellectual Proper~y Rlgbts. 

2. ·4 Acce/it tbat the cultural and intel/.ectuol propero1 rights <if Indigenous Peoples are /Jested 111it/.l those who created them. 

2. 5 Develop in full co-operation witb Indigenous Peoples <Ill additional cultural mu/ intellectual pruperry rigbts regime 
i11corpomti11g tbe .fiillowing: 

•collective (a.~ well as imfitJidual) ownership and origin 

• retroactll'e co/Jerage of hisloricaf as weff as conle111pomry works 

• proleclion again.~/ debase111e11f of cuf/11mlly sig11ijica11/ ile111s 

• co-operalive rather /ban compelilive framework 

•_//rs/ /Jeneficiaries to /Je tbe direct descendants of /be traditional guardians of /bat knowledge 

• 111111/i-genemlionaf cotJerage sjJt111 

BIODIVERSI1Y AND CUSTOMARY ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 

2. 6 Ind(l{eno11s flora andfau1u1 is i11extricab~y bound to tbe territories of indigenous com11111nilies mu/ any property rigbt 
claims 1nust recognise their traditional guardianship. 

2. 7 Co111111erciafisation of any lmdilionaf plants and medicines of Indigenous Peoples must be 11w1wged liy the 
Indigenous Peoples 1vbo ba11e inberited s11cb knowledge. 

2.8 A 111oratoriu111 of <Ill)' further com111erciafisation of i11dige11rms medicinal plants u11d Im man genetic materials 11111st 
/Je declared until i11d(~e11011s co111111u11ities have tfevefuped appmprit1/e jlrolectio11 meclmnisms. 

2. 9 Co111pt111ies mu/ institutions /Jotb gover11111e11taf and private must not undertake experiments or commercialisation of 
any biogenetic resources will.wut tbe consent of the appropriate Indige11011s Peoples. 

2. JO Priorilise settlement of u11y outstanding fund and 11atuml resources claims of Indigenous Peoples ji'Jr the />1111iose <!f 
pm11u1ti11g customm~y, agricuft11raf and marine production. 

2. I I l:'11s11re current scient(fic e1111iro11111e11taf reset1rcb is stre11gtbe11ed /Jy increasing t/Je i1111ofvement of indigenous 
co1111111111ilies and of n1slrm1t11y e1111iro11111enlof knowledge. 

Cullttral Objects 

2. I2 Aff /J11111a11 rcnnt1i11s t111d burial ofJjects of I11dige11011s Peoples befd /Jy m11se11111s and o/her i11stilutirms must /Je 
returned to tbeir traditional areas in a cufturaffy appropriate 111l/nner. 

2. 13 M11se11111s and ot/Jer i11slitutio11s must prouide, I<> tbe co1111t1:J' and Indigenous Peoples conce1711!d, <Ill i11ve11/rn:y of any 
i11dige11011s c11f/11mf objects stiff befd in their possession. 

2. I4 Indigenous c11//11raf ohjects befd in 11111se11ms and otber instilutio11s must /Je offered /Jack to tbeir tmdilionaf owners. 

3. RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE UNITED NATIONS 

I11 respect for /be r(l{hls cf Indigeno11s Peoples, the I l nited Nations should: 

3. I 

' ') 
-~·-

J.J 

3.4 

J.5 

Ensure tbe process of participation of Ind(l{e11011s Peoples in United Nations ji'ira is strengthened so their views are 
fl1irly represented. 

Jncm1JOrale ti.le Mataatua Dedarali<m in its entirery in /be United Nations Study 011 Cufluraf and In/effectual Property 
rif Indigenous Peoples. 

Monitor and take actirm against any States whose persistent policies and activities da111age tbe cuf/uraf and 
i11tellect11af property rights uf J11digenous f'eo/ifes. 

Ensure thal Indigenous Peoples active~)' contribute tu t/Je way in wbicb indigenous cultures are incorpo,.ated into the 
I995 United Nations /11/er11ationt1f Year of Culture. 

Caff for t111 immediate haft to t/Je ongoing 'Hu111a11 Geno111e Diuersi~y Project' (1-IGDPJ unlif its moral, etbicaf, socio
economic, p/Jysicaf and political i111pficatfons /Jave been tboroug/.Jfy discussed, understood and approved lJy 
Indigenous Peoples. 

4_ CONCLUSION 

4. I T/Je United Nations, I11terrwliuna/ and National Agencies and States must jJrotJide addilionuf funding to indige11011s 
communities in order to implement these nxommendalions. 
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Supporting Traditional Management 
of Marine Resources 

by Ralph Regenvanu & Francis Hickey 

The Vanuatu Cultural Centre wants to help sustain 
Vanuatu's nearshore marine resources. To achieve that 
goal, the Centre is focu s ing on documenting and 
promoting traditional marine tenure practices (TMT) at 
the community level. Using research, interaction and 
information sharing, the project has these objectives: 

• To record important indigenous knowledge relevant to 
TMT; 

• To improve the understanding of when TMT works 
most successfully; 

• To promote and enhance TMT in the sustainable 
management of nearshore marine resources; and 

• To advocate national policies for the sustainable 
management of nearshore marine resources through 
TMT at the community level. 

Researching indigenous knowledge and 
local practice 
Under national legislation, the Vanuatu Cultural Centre has 
a mandate to preserve, protect and develop the diverse 
cultural heritage of the country. Working through trained 
fieldworkers in their own communities, the Cultural 
Centre tries to record traditional knowledge and cultural 
history for posterity. The Centre also seeks to revitalise 
and maintain interest in traditional cultures at a 
community level. Finally, the Centre is refining a system 

for storing and accessing cultural materials in a manner 
consistent with traditional access and transmission 
methods. 

Every year, the Centre hosts a workshop bringing together 
fieldworkers to discuss an aspect of traditional lore 
chosen at the previous year's workshop. Each fieldworker 
addresses co-workers on the topic's traditional knowledge 
and practices. The proceedings are recorded on audio
tape. 

For example , the 1997 topic was "traditional 
environmental management." We recorded much 
information at the workshop, including abundant data on 
traditional management of nearshore marine resources. In 
addition , Cultural Centre fieldworkers, the Environment 
Unit and the Fisheries Department prepared 
questionnaires on historic and contemporary marine 
resource management practices and local knowledge. The 
questionnaire responses were later completed by the 
fieldworkers within their communities. Separate surveys 
were prepared for men and women to gather data on the 
species they target, and on their customs, ecological 
concerns and informational needs. 

Western resource management discussions usually share 
information among stakeholders. But transmission of 
indigenous knowledge is controlled by strict access and 
transmission procedures . Over the years, the Cultural 

Centre has developed a system which, 
whenever possible, respects these customs. 

When fieldworkers record knowledge on 
audio-tape, they make clear what portions of 
the or.ii narrative are restricted ancl to whom. 
Because fieldworkers are often from the same 
language group, even kin , to the informant, 
there is a stronger possibility that the 
informant is willing to divulge certain 

~ knowledge that he or she has. Once stored at .:::. 
~ the Cultur.il Centre, only persons identified by 

- ...... -..i ~ the informant are allowed to hear it . Once 
their right to access is verified, people come 
into the Centre and listen to material recorded 

~ 
~ a by their deceased kin. In this way, some 
~ traditional part of the oral transmission of 
~ knowledge is continued. Moreover, a kin group 
~ can learn about its own traditions even though 

those having the knowledge are no longer 
alive. Si 

0 
~ 
Cl.; There are about 60 men and 30 women field 

A traditional dugout canoe. Sail-power, once 
Vanuatu, is now found in only a few areas. 

widespread in workers based in their own communities 
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throughout Vanuatu. The information on traditional 
environmental management and marine resource 
management practices collected at the 1997 workshop 
thus provided a comprehensive reference on TMT from 
the archipelago's many culturally distinct areas. This has 
also facilitated the Cultural Centre's ongoing surveying 
and documentation of these practices and identified 
additional subjects and locations needing further research. 

To make more detailed examinations of TMT practices, 
incorporating the more effective management regimes 
from a social and biological perspective, site visits have 
been made to areas where TMT and local knowledge are 
particularly rich. At these sites, detailed surveys and 
analysis, including assessment of reef areas, have been 
performed. 

This information gathering and sharing has focused on 
these areas: 

• identifying and verifying local knowledge about the 
marine environment; 

• the cosmologies, stories, rituals and sites providing the 
r.itionale for certain management practices; 

• the traditional and contemporary technologies and raw 
materials used in fishing and fisheries management; 

the requirements, rules and processes u sed in 
management decisions and in specialised knowledge 
and practices; 

• the political , economic and social dynamics within the 
communities; 

• the presence of capital-intensive development projects 
in the area; 

• the level of dependence on cash incomes and locally
available sources for earning cash; 

• the extent to which traditional knowledge and 
methodologies are still used; 

• the management issues and problems currently faced 
by the communities; and 

• the feasibility and desimbilily of reintroducing aspects 
ofTMT regimes, which is dependent on respect for and 
the power of local traditional leaders. 

During site visits, Cultural Centre staff have also 
disseminated reef management information to fishers, 
village leaders and reef custodians through informal 
workshops. Thus our visits have the dual purpose of hoth 
collecting and disseminating information. The information 
useful for reef management includes species' growth rates, 
habitat requirements, size at sexual maturity, modes of 
reproduction and life cycle, general habitat and other 
ecological information . This type of information helps 
reef custodians determine the optimum time and dur.ition 
of a taboo and explains the government-imposed size 
limits. 

Access to biological information also offers a bridge 
between traditional fisheries practices, which sustain 
resources within traditional society, and the increasingly 
commonly found modern commercial and subsistence 
harvesting using introduced fishing gear. 

The two-way exchange of information and co-operative 
management helps to maintain trust between researchers 
and community members who are understandably wary 
of exploitation. The process also enhances nearshore reef 
management. When the staff and the indigenous 
managers discuss both traditional and modern options, all 
reach a better understanding of how to sustain resources. 
The workshops also identify information gaps among reef 
custodians ; thus the staff can produce educational 

materials to target these gaps. 

Extra-community advocacy 
The Cultural Centre is now beginning the 
second phase of the TMT Project: the 
production of videos, illustrated booklets and 
poste rs. These disseminate the indigenous and 
scientific knowledge, as well as local examples 
of effective management, to Vanuatu 's reef 

~ custodians. These materials are produced in 
::: Bislama, the most widely used of Vanuatu 's 
G three national languages. Over many years, the 

~I'""'~ ] Cultural Centre has learned that video is the 
~~~ ~ best medium to reach rural communities in 

0 Vanuatu. It is also one of the best ways to 
.i:! record information in these oral cultures. 
~ Videos will explain how nearshore resources 
::: 
~ are being managed, the social controls used for 
.2 enhancing compliance with taboos (traditional 
c restrictions on the use of marine resources and 
~ 
~ harvesting methods) , local customs upon 

Fishing witb bow and arrow, a method requiring intimate 
knowledge ojj'isb behaviour 

which the taboos are based, and how 
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communities benefit from effective resource 
management. 

Cultural Centre field workers, the 
Department of Fisheries Extension Services, 
the Environment Unit field officers, existing 
community-based networks of church and 
women's' groups and other NGOs will 
distribute the videos and publications. The 
latter will also be included in a final report. 
This report will describe the efficacy of 
practices of indigenous knowledge in marine 
management regimes and will provide an 
analysis of what makes marine resource 
management at the community level 
sustainable. Finally, the report will 
recommend enhancements in managing 
nearshore marine resources targeted at 
communities, NGOs , and provincial and 
national government policy-makers. 

Indigenous knowledge and 
national development 

Remouing a lobster from a trap on the island of Futuna. The traps 
are ritually consecrated by the builder and user before use. 

When Vanuatu became an independent nation state in 
1980, the principle of indigenous customary ownership 
and tenure over land and sea resources was enshrined in 
the Constitution. Almost all local communities in Vanuatu 
own and manage their traditional land and marine 
resources. But when the donor-driven Comprehensive 
Reform Program (CRP) began in 1997, the national 
government made explicit its role (increasingly obvious to 
concerned observers over the last decade) of engineering 
Vanuatu's incorporation into the global free-market [sic] 
economy. This role has adopted strategies designed by aid
loan-investment brokers (in Vanuatu's case, the Asian 
Development Bank in particular), aiming to attract foreign 
investment, mostly by creating the preconditions for 
private-sector growth. 

Because indigenous society in Vanuatu is premised on 
providing members with social and spiritual security in a 
multi-generational context, the national development 
strategies contained in the CRP are quite antithetical to 
the fundamental principles structuring ni-Vanuatu 
societies. The gravest example of this allows customary 
landowners to use their land as collateral for bank loans 
and in joint ventures with foreign investors. Given the 
extremely poor success rate of indigenous attempts to 
participate in Western business, the future for this ill
advised 'development' strategy - if it ever gets off the 
ground - is the loss by communities of their ancestral 
lands and a subsequent slide into dependency. 

It is astounding that the CRP strategy document does not 
include the role of customary political , legal or resource 
management systems in national development. Most ni
Vanuatu function within these customary systems. They 
are the only structures maintaining social cohesion in the 
face of increasing development pressures. They also 

remain the most legitimate and effective structures for 
governance at the community level. 

Our ancestors - our bubu - have lived in these islands 
for thousands of years and have accumulated a vast store 
of knowledge, a 'blueprint' for living in our particular 
environment. Sweeping that aside to implant economies, 
ideologies and technologies appropriate to other 
environments is foolish. Our indigenous cosmologies, 
value systems and social and economic structures are 
valuable in their own right and offer insights into the 
human experience. Most importantly, our indigenous 
cultures ofter an alternative path for social change while 
the world seems to be heading into increasing social and 
ecological crisis . Our indigenous cultures offer an 
alternative path particularly well-suited to our social and 
ecological milieu. 

Unfortunately, our cultural lore is rapidly being lost . 
Traditionally, knowledge was passed orally from 
generation to generation through specific forms of 
cultural transmission and education that were themselves 
as important as the knowledge conveyed. That this inter
generational transmission of cultural knowledge is no 
longer occurring is due mostly to the breakdown and 
replacement of traditional economies, social customs and 
forms of knowledge transmission. 

Often we hear people say that the old people should 
teach the younger people these old ways. But the young 
people are no longer interested in learning their cultural 
heritage from their elders. Some reasons for this lack of 
interest include the need to survive in an expanding cash 
economy, the magical attractions of a global consumer 
society and the breakdown of traditional social 
relationships. The result is the same, however. This 
knowledge is lost forever when not transmitted. 
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Indigenous Knowledge 
Small Grants Programme ~ 

~ 
;... 111e Indigenous Knowledge Progr.unme is an initiative of 
~ the Indigenous Peoples Biodiversity Network with suppo1t 
'-' from the International Development Research Centre, the 

~-• ~ Swiss Development Cooperation, DANJDA and the UNDP. 
-=~•illl ~ Its objective is to support Indigenous Peoples' activities 

-" ~ that help to preserve and protect local traditional 

Preparing a traditional fish poison. The gratings are 
packaged in a broad leaf for immersion in a tidal pool. 
this method is practised vy men, women and children 

To record this knowledge and to transform our oral 
heritage into permanent records is an enormous and 
ongoing task. Moreover, it is an urgent task. The way we 
describe the problem is this: Every time an old man or 
woman dies without passing their knowledge on, an entire 
library of accumulated cultural knowledge is destroyed. 

The Cultural Centre has recorded large amounts of 
information which is rapidly disappearing from daily 
island life while the TMT Project is critically important for 
enhancing the management of marine resources. Our field 
work has encouraged local people to re-value their 
traditional knowledge and re-apply it. In all the locations 
we visited, people revived fishing practices so as to 
document them and also to demonstrate these methods to 
younger community members. 

All the people in the areas we visited were inspired by the 
documentation process. They began to re-assess the value 
of their traditional management practices and fishing 
methods and to dig deep in their memory to recall almost 
forgotten customs and traditions. We hope that this 
process of community-level reassessment, and the Project's 
information dissemination on the effectiveness and 
sustainability ofTMT, will encourage policy-makers to look 
carefully at the more effective strategies for community
led resource management in Vanuatu. 
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Pacijlc Networking Conjerence and other meetings. 

· knowledge and garner recognition and compensation for 
.8 
0 Indigenous Peoples' innovations and intellectual 
~ contributions at local, national, regional and international 

levels. 

The Progranune is unique, not only because its objectives 
and outcomes are based on the priorities of Indigenous 
Peoples, but also because Indigenous Peoples from 
different regions of the world play the lead role in 
inlplementation of the programme. The executive body of 
the Programme is a steering committee of 8 Indigenous 
regional coordinators from Africa, South Asia, Southeast 
Asia, South America, Meso-Ame1ica, North America, Arctic 
Circumpolar and the Pacific. The Pacific coordinator is 
Aro ha Te P.areake Mead of Aotearoa. 

'I11e small grants prog1<m11Tie will provide up to US$ l 2,000 
per project to support research activities that build 
Indigenous organisational capacity in research techniques. 
The IKP focuses on Indigenous knowledge systems and the 
impact they have on: 

1) the conservation of biological diversity; 

2) the continuation and revitalisation of Indigenous 
cultures; 

3) the reduction of poverty among Indigenous 
communities; and 

4) laying the foundation for sustainable livelihoods. 

For guidelines on applications and deadlines for 
submission please contact the IKP Pacific Regional 
Coordinator: 

MsArohaTe Pareake Mead 
PO Box 13-177 
.Jolmsonville, Wellington 
AOTEAROA/NEW ZEALA.l'\ID 
Fax: 64-4494-7I03 
Email: aroha.mead@tpk.govt.nz 
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No More Witches 
Valuing Traditional Medicine 

by Susana Tuisese & Kerrie Strathy 

According to the World Health Organisation, up to 90 
percent of people in developing countries rely on 
traditional medicines to meet primary health care needs. 
This is especially true in Pacific Island countries (PICs), 
where many people live on remote islands or in interior 
villages on larger islands. These islands tend to have 
extremely limited access to modern health services and, 
where health centres do exist, their supply of medicines is 
often limited to the '3 Ps' - panadol, peptobismol and 
penicillin. 

Participants at the First Regional Women's Traditional 
Medicine Workshop held in Fiji in 1993 indicated that 
both women and men in PICs generally know that plants 
can be used as medicines. Many people, for example, are 
familiar with a number of common treatments such as the 
use of guava leaves to treat diarrhea and roman candle 
leaves to treat ringworm and fungal infections. However, 
participants indicated that women tend to know more 
medicinal plants than men, and that older women tend to 
know more remedies than younger ones - beliefs that have 
been upheld by subsequent surveys carried out by 
WAINIMATE and others. 

Research carried out in Samoa by Paul Cox revealed that 
nearly all taulasea, or indigenous herbalists, are women. 
These taulasea learned their craft from their mothers, who 
had in turn apprenticed with their grandmothers, and so 
on. The same appears to be true in other PICs where 
women play a significant role in the provision of 
healthcare both within their families and within the larger 
community, although men do tend to be specialists such 
as traditional bone setters. 

Formal education systems throughout the world have 
tended to dismiss experienced knowledge, such as that 
held by traditional healers. Women in Europe who 
practised traditional medicine were burned alive as 
witches following Pope Innocent VIII's proclamation of 
I 484 condemning witchcraft. These knowledgeable 
women - medicine women and midwives - were a threat 
to the male hierarchy and religious leaders who 
eliminated them. The experiential knowledge held by 
traditional healers in the Pacific and elsewhere is largely 
left out of school curricula and continues to be challenged 
by religious leaders and western trained medical 
practitioners who are similarly trying to maintain their 
positions of power and control. 

Much knowledge about the traditional use of plants to 
prevent and treat sickness is thus in danger of being lost. 

Traditional healers report they are finding it increasingly 
difficult to encourage daughters or other young girls to 
become their apprentices. Young girls spend considerable 
periods of time in school where they learn about 'modern' 
health care systems and subsequently become reluctant to 
continue old practices. Time spent in the classroom also 
significantly reduces opportunities for the experiential 
learning that used to occur when these young girls 
accompanied their mothers, grandmothers and aunties on 
medicine making expeditions. 

..§' 
>:! 

~ 
·~ 
i::: 
~ 
12 
Cl 

- ~ 
Healer Maggie Vuadreu with a fern used to treat 
sore throat 

Some nurses and doctors acknowledge that traditional 
treatments are more effective than the ones they 
administer from hospitals and health centres, and 
encourage patients to self-administer traditional 
treatments instead of using expensive medications from 
the chemists. These medical practitioners are being 
encouraged to work with groups like WAINIMATE and its 
counterparts in other PICs to incorporate safe and 
effective traditional medicines into national health 
delivery systems, thus supplementing or replacing 
increasingly expensive imported medicines. Members of 
Maurin Kiribati have had some success in encouraging 
doctors to allow traditional healers to treat patients in 
hospital. Others are working towards the same end. 

WAINIMATE's chairperson, Filomena McKay, an instructor 
at the Fiji School of Nursing, learned that chopped 
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pawpaw [papaya] leaves mixed with warm coconut oil is 
an effective treatment for beka [boils under the armpit]. 
Prior to learning about this treatment, Filo had taken 
repeated courses of penicillin to clear up her own boils. 
She also had her abscesses surgically removed on 
numerous occasions since they recurred in spite of the 
penicillin treatments. Then one day the gardener at the 
Health Centre where she was working told her about this 
traditional treatment. Since trying the pawpaw and 
coconut oil treatment, Filo has not had beka and has gone 
on to encourage others suffering from beka to use this 
safe and effective traditional treatment. 

Other medical practitioners have similar stories to tell 
about traditional treatments they have had administered 
to themselves, or traditional treatments that have been 
administered when conventional treatments did not 
remedy conditions affecting their patients. One Lautoka
based doctor indicated that he routinely refers patients 
with migraine headaches to a traditional healer in the 

deliver medical supplies for six weeks to the hospital 
where he was working on the island of Kadavu. During 
this time he saw the patient's leg deteriorate and was 
afraid that amputation would be necessary. Fortunately, he 
remembered his mother treating infections with chewed 
leaves when he was a child and decided to try this 
traditional treatment. When the treatment worked, he 
applied the same treatment to another patient whose leg 
wound had not healed with penicillin . Much to his 
surprise, the traditional treatment cleared up the infection. 
This doctor published an article about his experience in 
the journal of the Fiji Medical Association and was 
subsequently informed by another doctor that his license 
to practice medicine could be revoked for such an 
admission! 

Many nurses have admitted that they administer safe and 
effective traditional medicine treatments to patients in 
hospital after hours or during the nightshift when doctors 

are not around. The secretary of WAINIMATE, 
while in hospital, noted that nurses administered 
aloe vera to a diabetic patient's leg wound . 
These treatments were given once the doctors 
went home and within a few days the man, who 
was in hospital to have his leg amputated, was 
released with his legs intact since the aloe vera 
cleared up the infection. 

Visiting tbe Kava Store in Port Vila, Vanuatu, a business 
dedicated to the products of traditional medicine 

Katy Moran, Executive Director of the Healing 
Forest Conservatory, has acknowledged that 'the 
contributions that indigenous peoples have 
made to medicine have yet to be recognised, 
much less protected and paid for.' A case in 
point for Pacific Islanders is that of kava or 
yaqona, which has gained widespread use as a 
stress-reducing treatment in many western 
countries. While Pacific Islanders earn some 
money from supplying the raw material to 
pharmaceutical companies, they receive no 
compensation for the knowledge which has 
generated millions of dollars in profit for the 
companies that have used it. Although the 

area. He said he does this because there is nothing he can 
give his patients that works as effectively as the treatment 
provided by the local healer. 

Another doctor recounted his experience trying to treat a 
young girl who had an eye infection that persisted in spite 
of treatments prescribed by numerous doctors. He had 
almost given up when he remembered a treatment that 
had been given to treat his sore eyes after a tiring sea 
voyage. To make the emedicinei more acceptable, he 
squeezed the juice of the common beach morning glory 
leaves into a small bottle with an eye dropper which he 
used to administer the successful treatment. 

Yet another doctor revealed how he was forced to treat a 
patient's diabetic leg ulcer with the chewed leaves of a 
plant. Due to rough seas it was impossible for a ship to 

Convention on Biological Diversity adopted at UNCED in 
1992 encourages benefit sharing as a result of indigenous 
knowledge, there is very little national legislation or 
international goodwill to ensure this happens. 

Overseas researchers continue to look for healers in PICs 
to obtain information and samples of the plants used to 
make their herbal medicines. In some cases the 
researchers provide small tokens of appreciation to 
healers, but there are other cases where researchers have 
taken plant samples with no compensation. One healer 
from Solomon Islands gave researchers from Japan 
samples of the plant she uses to treat malaria patients. 
While they have informed her that the plant contains 
properties similar to those of the well known anti-malarial 
drug quinine, which is also derived from plant sources, 
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they have failed to provide any compensation for her 
valuable assistance . As the search for treatments for 
malaria and other epidemics continues, there will 
undoubtedly be more Pacific Island healers in danger of 
freely giving away traditional knowledge for which they 
should be compensated. 

We rely on plant-based medicines to a much greater degree 
than is commonly realised, even if we ignore the recent 
proliferation of herbal medicines available from every 
pham1acy and supermarket in many countries. Did you know 
that almost 50% of all prescription medicines contain 
substances of natural origin? Or that half of these drugs 
contain an active principle that is derived from plants? Many 
of these drngs have been derived from plants brought to the 
anention of medical researchers by their use in an indigenous 
society. Researchers are now deriving personal benefit from 
patenting neem products that were developed with 
knowledge de1ived from India , where neem has been used 
medicinally for several generations. The tin1e has come for 
traditional healers in the Pacific to become aware of their 
intellectual property rights so that their indigenous 
knowledge can be recognised and protected for the 
continued benefit and well-being of all Pacific Islanders. 

Susana Tuisese is the Forestry Advisor to WAIN/MATE, 
the Women's Association for Natural kledicinal Therapy], 
an association of traditional healers and tbeir 
supporters in Fiji. Kerrie Strathy was until recent~V 
WAINIMATE's Education Advisor. Tbougb recently 
returned to Canada, she remains an active supporter of 
WAIN/MATE and is working with the International 

WAIN/MATE members, Mere Masi and Sitir i 
Tukutukuivalu with wabasucu, a plant used to stop 
bleeding 

Council for Adult Education's Learning j(Jr Enuiron ment 
Action Program [LEAP] on a project designed to dispel 
tbe notion that traditional beaters are witches. 

TWO YEARS 
IN THE SOUTH PACIFIC 

Do you want to use your skills to work for social change? Do you want to live and work with the 
People of the South Pacific who are developing a self ·sufficient culture? 

If so, there are opport11nities for working with: 
Credit Union Leagues to increase membership, improve systems and savings 

Indigenous peoples regarding marine tenure and traditional land claims 
Popular theatre groups for education using oral tradition 

Women and youth for development of employment opportunities 
Qualifications require at least a degree or diploma with a couple of years experience. ContracL5 are for two years. Salaries are very modest by 

Canadian standards but are sufficient to cover living costs. CUSO also provides aitfare, life, medical, dental and disabili~1 insurance, pre
departure and resettlement costs, and cross-cultural orientation. 

Please contact CUSO BC at (604) 683-2099, fax (604) 683-8536 or e-mail cusobc@web.net 
Fore more information on positions currently available check out our web site at www.cuso.org 
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WAINIMATE - Women Healers Unite 
by Seini Fiu 

In Fiji, as in other parts of the Pacific and around the 
world, women play a major role in the provision of 
health care within their families and communities. As 
such they have a respect for the forest resources that are 
frequently used to make traditional medicines. Women 
are also dependent upon forests for many other items 
required for daily living, including foods and craft 
materials. Increasingly however, as the need for cash 
increases, there is a tendency to view the forest as a 
source of timber or quick cash. Little thought is given to 
the other products obtained from the forest. 

~ 
a 

... ..:JIJ~ 
launching tbe WAIN/MATE traditional medicine 
'cookbook' 

In July 1992 the South Pacific Action Committee for 
Human Ecology & Environment (SPACHEE), the YWCA 
and the Fiji Department of Forestry held a Women & 
Forests Workshop. Participants looked at how women 
use forest resources. An issue of particular interest to 
the participants was traditional medicine. Participants 
indicated that it would be useful to learn more about 
traditional medicine practice in the Pacific and to 
encourage women to use and 'Save the Plants That Save 
Lives'. 

A regional Women Traditional Medicine Practitioners' 
workshop was held in August 1993 in Fiji to explore the 
practice of traditional medicine in the Pacific. 
Participants shared their knowledge and experience 
with traditional medicine. They developed plans for 
follow-up activities that included documenting 
traditional medicine practice and promoting the use and 
conservation of medicinal plants. Participants also 

participated in the establishment of a traditional 
medicine demonstration garden at the University of the 
South Pacific. Further regional workshops took place in 
1995 and 1997. 

Within Fiji, as follow-up to the first regional meeting, a 
workshop was held in May 1994 to further develop ideas 
for a long-term traditional medicine documentation and 
promotion programme. The enthusiastic participants 
decided to form an association of women healers and 
supporters of traditional medicine. WAINIMATE, the 
Women's Association for Natural Medicinal Therapy was 
born. 

WAINIMATE was registered in Fiji as a women's non
governmental organisation (NGO). It exists to ensure 
the promotion, conservation and protection of safe and 
effective traditional medicine knowledge and medicinal 
plant resources for women and their families . Working 
with the two themes of 'Saving the Plants That Save 
Lives' and 'Affordable Health for All', it has focused on 
five major areas: 

• conservation of medicinal plants; 

• promotion of safe and effective traditional medicines, 
including verification of the safety and efficacy of 
traditional medicines and treatments; 

• conservation of tmditional medicine knowlt:dge; 

•protection of the intellectual property rights of 
traditional healers; and 

• discouraging the use of unsafe traditional medicines. 

WAINIMATE works toward these objectives through 
training, awareness raising, demonstrations, consultations 
with relevant organisations and individuals, networking 
and research. Within the next three to five yt·ars , 
WAINIMATE envisions establishing the WAINIMATE 
Research & Training Institute to carry out research and 
develop training programmes for health professionals 
and others interested in practicing traditional medicine. 
It will also have an extension programme that will work 
with forest owners to develop environmentally 
sustainable community-based traditional medicine 
harvesting and processing enterprises. Thesl' enterprises 
will provide landowners with income in an effo rt to 
encourage resource conservation through sustainable 
use. 

WAINIMATE is a membership organisation that brings 
together both healers and anyone else who supports the 
aims of the organisation. There are also 'Friends of 
WAINIMATE', men and those living outside Fiji who wish 
to support WAINIMATE. Members are involved in local 
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activities and at their Annual General Meeting elect an 
Executive Committee to manage the affairs of the 
association . WAINIMATE also has a small staffed 
secretariat that is being supported with funding from the 
South Pacific Peoples Foundation, Anglican Church of 
Canada, United Church of Canada and Canadian 
International Development Agency. 

While still young as an organisation, WAINIMATE has 
already implemented several important projects. A Fijian 
language video on traditional medicine was produced 
(with support from the Canada Fund) for use in 
workshops and ongoing awareness programmes. 
Traditional medicine demonstration gardens have also 
been established by several local WAINIMATE groups. A 
Fijian language traditional medicine handbook, or 
'cookbook' as it is sometimes referred to, was produced 
and launched at this year's World Health Day. 

Another project that WAINIMATE is currently 
undertaking is a survey of healers throughout Fiji (with 
support from the International Women's Development 
Agency of Australia and the Canadian International 
Development Agency through Ecowoman) . Local 
organisers are carrying out village visits to discuss 
intellectual property rights, compile profiles of 
traditional healers and identify medicinal plant species 
that are becoming scarce. A directory of healers will be 
compiled at the completion of the survey. 

WAINIMATE has carried out community-based 
workshops for women to encourage the retention of 
traditional medicine practices and conservation of 
medicinal plants . Displays and demonstrations are 
another public awareness activity. Members have also 
been resource persons or participants in workshops 
organised by other agencies including the Forestry 
Department, Department of Women & Culture, Ministry 
of Health, Ministry of Education and several regional 
organisations. 

WAINIMATE has also promoted the development of 
traditional medicine organisations and programmes in 
other Pacific Island countries. It supported the 
formation of traditional medicine associations in Kiribati , 
Samoa and Nauru. During 1998, it has provided resource 
people for workshops in Vanuatu and Solomon Islands. 
This resulted in the formation of new traditional 
medicine associations in both countries. 

WAINIMATE is represented on Fiji's Biodiversity Strategy 
and Action Plan (BSAP) Steering Committee and, together 
with the Ministry of Fijian Affairs, conducted a 4-day 
workshop as part of the BSAP consultations . 

An important communications tool is WAIN/BULA , the 
WAINIMATE newsletter. It provides information about 
WAINIMATE activities and other activities related to 
traditional medicine. [Contact the WAINIMATE office to 
become a subscriber, member or "friend of 

Healer Maggie Vuadreu gives the United Church of 
Canada's Bruce Gregersen a tour of her medicinal 
plants garden 

WAINIMATE" .] 

WAINIMATE is committed to extend its campaign to Save 
the Plants that Save Lives as it works towards its goal of 
Affordable Health for All. It will continue to document 
the use of safe and effective traditional medicines 
through ongoing ethnobotanical surveys, healer profiles 
and workshops over the next three years . Workshops 
and public awareness campaigns will focus on 
conservation of medicinal plants and use of traditional 
medicines for common ailments. It will also continue 
networking and collaborating in Fiji, the South Pacific 
and around the world with other organisations that work 
on similar issues and/or share its concerns. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT - WAIN/MATE would like to 
extend its sincere thanks to the ve1y many individuals 
anti organisations who have generously supported its 
work. A special thank you is extended to the Anglican 
and United Churches of Canada , the Canadian 
International Development Agency and the South 
Pacific Peoples Foundation for supporting 
WAINIMATE's Institutional & Programme Development 
Project. 

Seini Fiu was hired in 1998 as WAINIMATE's first 
coordinator. She left WAIN/MATE at the beginning of 
1999 to resume her educational studies. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
ABOUT WAINIMATE, 
CONTAa: 

WAINIMATE 
Private Mail Bag 
Suva, Fiji 
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Pacific women have played and 
continue to play dominant roles in 
conserving, practising and passing on 
traditional knowledge . Women have 
specifically defmed roles and contribute 
to all spheres of the traditional 
subsistence lifestyle in Pacific Island 
nations. Modern development however 
has seen the gr.1dual loss or erosion of 
some of this knowledge. Women 's 
knowledge, work and participation are 
usually described as complementing 
men's tasks. As a result , women's 
traditional knowledge is not seen as 
important and their contribution is not 
included in decisions pertaining to 
resource management or conservation, 
nor are they included in mainstream 
development. They however continue 
to pass on traditional knowledge to 
other women and to children through 
the various activities they partake in at 
the village or community level. 

Because Pacific countries are 
predominantly patrilineal, women face 
various socio-gender constraints, which 
hinder their full participation in village 
activities. In most ritualistic hunting 
and fishing activities, women do not 
participate. Taboos which prohibit 
women from fishing when pregnant or 
when menstniating, and prohibitions on 
travelling in boats are typical barriers. 
Women also do not participate in 
traditional rituals and ceremonies of 
food presentation. Their involvement is 
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Women's Role in 
Traditional Knowledge 
by Aliti Vunisea 

basically through the preparation of 
food or catering during village or 
community functions. Consequently 
women's diverse knowledge of both 
the marine and terrestrial environment 
developed through generations of usage 
are not fully utilized. 

Some Pacific societies customarily 
recognize women's rights. In Polynesia 
for example, females are not considered 
intrinsically inferior to males. Samoan 
women who are unmarried, divorced or 
widowed and continue to reside in the 
village are known as the 'ladies of the 
village'. Such women hold high 
ceremonial status that is independent of 
male rank and which enables important 
decision making powers within their 
families. Fijian women of chiefly bi1th 
also hold special status and can ascend 
to chiefly positions if they are first born 
in their families. 

I will discuss women's traditional 
knowledge with emphasis on the 
fisheries sector. Most examples will be 
from Verata Province , on the south
eastern coast of Fiji. Fishing provides 
the sustenance and livelihood for most 
Pacific Island nations. Early Pacific 
societies were sell~sufficient in foods , 
many of which were acquired through 
family fishing, foraging and collecting 
efforts. Women 's subsistence fishing 
activities, which concentrated in the 
inshore area, were a major component 
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of these efforts. Traditional fishing roles 
were specifically defined with men 
fishing in the deeper oceanic waters 
while women gleaned the reef flats and 
inshore zone. 

In some parts of Polynesia fishing is a 
test of manhood. Thus only men are 
perceived to fish even though women 
partake in numerous fishing activities. 
Incidences of women's prohibition from 
such fishing activities ;ue often 
explained as protection of femininity. 
Schoeffel (1995: 8) explained that such 
biases were very strongly felt in 
Melanesian cultme where there existed 
"a kind of sex class system in which the 
superiority of men anti the inferiority of 
women was strongly asserted . Thus 
what men do is considered important 
and what women do is not important". 

Women participated in all spheres of 
traditional village life, although in some 
cases this involvement was passive. 
Where men had specific customary 
tasks or roles within the community, 
women also had defined roles that 
complemented men's activities. During 
ritualized fishing activities for example, 
women were expected to look after the 
household until the men returned . 
Women also participated in important 
communally performed fishing 
activities such as the leaf sweep (yavi 
rau) . Women also had set traditional 
tasks to perform during ritualised 
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fishing or farming activities. 
Consequently women had an intimate 
knowledge of such rituals and were 
familiar with the different roles played 
and associated taboos and restrictions. 

The description of women's fishing 
activities as gleaning and collecting on reef 
flats does not accurately portray the 
immense knowledge and skills that 
women's fishing activities entail. Contrary 
to conunon assumptions about women's 
gleaning activities, their activities are quite 
varied and involve in-<lepth knowledge of 
individual species and their habitats, inter
species relationships and the seasonal and 
temporal patterns of abundance. Because 
their target species vary considerably in 
terms of their habitats, women are more 
aware of the minute details of the inshore 
reef flats, the different names given to 
them and the various habitats of species 
than their male counterparts. Intricate 
skills of gently prying or pulling away 
shellfish from under rocks, clamping hands 
on crabs and catching fish barehanded, 
give women a unique edge over men in 
fishing. Interestingly, the fishing lore is not 
confined to the older generation , as 
younger women who have informally 
learned from their mothers and other 
women are also very well informed and 
skilled. Gina-Whewell ( 1995) 
demonstrnted that Roviana women in the 
Solomons are as informed in terms of 
fisheries knowledge as their male 
counterparts. 

Associated with women's amazing ability 
at finding and trapping or catching 
species was the unique understanding of 
tides, lunar cycles, weather and seasons. 
In Fiji the best locations for line or net 
fishing at the incoming or ebbing tide 
were well known to women. Low tides 
in the afternoons were the best times to 
collect shellfish. Fish habits and how 
they migrated inshore with the incoming 
tide was fully utilized for line and net 
fishing purposes. Other natural 
influences on marine species behaviours 
were also well known. Thus crab fishing 
and shellfish collection was targeted 
during stormy weather. Mud lobsters 
were especially collected after an 
occurrence of thunder. The effect of 
thunder was supposed to leave some fish 
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and other marine species disorientated 
and they would come out of their 
abodes. 

Seasonality of species was also well known 
and was the major influence on fishing 
patterns and emphasis. Not only were 
women familiar with availability and 
abundance patterns, but specific habitats 
or areas colonized by different species 
were well understood. Thus when women 
were out collecting ark shells , spider 
conch shell or andara, they would target 
certain areas of the reef. Tum; on a typical 
fishing day women could be found in little 
groups or clusters in different locations 
depending on their target species. 

Women are also very familiar with 
terrestrial resources, their abundance, 
seasonality and harvesting techniques and 
how this correlated with marine products. 
A good grasp of this knowledge enabled 
people to alternate harvest of m:uine and 
terrestrial resources, thus utilizing an 
inbuilt resource management system. The 
bearing of fruit or flowering of certain 
terrestrial trees or plants served as 
indicators for the availability of some 
marine species. For example the 
flowering of the dadap (African tulip) was 
associated with the seaweed and octopus 
season. During the month when yams 
begin to grow oune), seaweeds also begin 
to grow. Genernlly good harvests of yams 
are indicative of good harvest<; of seaweed. 

As collectors of firewood and traditional 
medicines, women have an untapped bank 
of knowledge on the different tree, plant 
and herb types that are utilized. Women's 
knowledge is not confined to the use of 
different plants, but also of the prepar.ition 
and administration of medicines . Apart 
from medicinal uses, women also use 
plants and herbs for a variety of other 
reasons. This included the making of scent 
for body oils. Coconut cream is cooked 
and special flowering plant<; are immersed 
in the oil to give it an attractive odour. 
Most women plant trees and shrubs for 
the above use in the backyard garden-; and 
around their home. 

Women are also the major informal 
traders throughout the region, 
dominating municipal markets and other 
roadside and street outlets . Fairbain-
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Dunlop (1995) maintains that if the 'self
employed' category is used as an 
indicator of informal sector activity, then 
almost one-<1uarter of Jl',tcific women are 
engaged in informal trade. Contributing 
to this significant participation is 
women's distinct processing and 
preservation activities. Complex skills 
and knowledge involved in selective 
processing and preservation are well 
understood by women. 

Traditional exchange or barter is an 
ingrnined system of acquiring artifacts or 
food not produced locally from other 
areas. For example, women in Vatulele 
(Fiji) who make tapa exchanged this with 
mats from women coming in from Vanua 
Levu or other areas of Fiji. Women made 
most of the traditional crafts or artifacts 
used in barter. There were also areas of 
specialization. For example women of Lau 
in Fiji are well known for special mats; Bua 
and Macuata are makers of kuta (a special 
mat made from a reed); women in Vatulele 
and Moce were experts at masi or tapa 
making. Mat making is a complex process 
of harvesting the pandanus, cutting the 
edges, drying, boiling, smoothing and 
stripping to the appropriate size before 
weaving. All these skills have been passed 
down through hundreds of generations. 

Modernisation and monetisation are 
gradmlly integrating rural populations into 
the market economy. The grJduaJ erosion 
of trnditional stmcnrres and norms could 
result in the loss of valuable indigenous 
knowledge, especially that of women. This 
is more so given the predominantly 
negative attitude to their traditional 
knowledge , skills and participation . 
Despite women 's active role in village 
dynanlics, their progress is still hindered by 
social and gender restrictions that 
continue to undermine the inlportance of 
the knowledge they have. With increasing 
change supported by 'western models' of 
education, a lot of the intimate knowledge 
of the environment, tr.iditional ethics or 
norms that go with it may be lost in the 
near futme. 

Altti Vunisea teaches in the Geography 
Department at the University of the 
South Pacific. She is a member of the 
Women & Fisheries Network, one of the 
founding organisations of Ecowoman 
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- continued from page 14 

community innovations need not be fixed and tlnal, but can 
be ongoing or evolutionary; and communities retain 
exclusive monopoly control over their folklore innovations 
for as long as the community continues to innovate. 

Bio-Prospecting Agreements - Under article 15 of the 
Biodiversity Convention, the sovereign rights of States over 
their naturJ..l resources and their authority to determine access 
to genetic resources is recognised. Bio-prospecting - the 
research, collection and utilisation of biological and genetic 
resources for the purpose of applying the knowledge to 
scientific or commercial purposes - is being canied out today 
by both foreign and local collectors. The initial question facing 
indigenous conununities is whether they should earn income 
from their tr.tditional knowledge and biodiversity. P'.iyments 
for access to samples are low because the high added value of 
the final product has been provided by the pharmaceutical 
industry; a decade or so may pass before significant revenues 
materialise; there is an abundance of unimproved genetic and 
biochemical resources; and a good chance exists that no 
commercial dnigs will be produced. 

Problems arise when consent is not informed, when it is given 
by a few or not at all, or when it is given outside accepted 
conununity processes. The Philippines has produced a draft 
Executive Order which attempts to control access to the 
resource and to avoid potential problems. TI1e objectives of 
the regulation are to ensure that: 

• all information about bin-prospecting becomes available 
to the public; 

• before the activity is undertaken, indigenous and local 
communities have given their prior informed consent. 

• both the countr}' and communities benefit from its 
results. 

Above all, what the Executive Order does is make the 
activity of bio-prospecting transparent so that interested 
parties may make decisions and act on them with the 
proper information. 

It has been suggested that bio-prospecting laws are not an 
answer to biodiversity or indigenous knowledge protection, 
but that they allow breathing space until stronger 
protection can be obtained. It has also been suggested that 
bio-prospecting arrangements are not likely to provide 
adequate compensation to either indigenous peoples or 
developing countries unless they are made within the 
fr.1111ework of broader intergovernmental arrangements. 

Materials Transfer Agreements - These agreements treat 
genetic material as a commodity rnther than as knowledge. A 
contract is reached between buyer and seller based on the 
potential value of the commodity. Such contracts generally 
involve both an initial 'up front' payment and a formula for 
additional payments if and when the material is 
commercialised. Such contracts are inevitable in situations 
where both parties realise that the material to be transferred 
has real (and relatively inunediate) commercial potential. 

Sui Generis Laws 
While current IPR laws may offer limited protection of 
community knowledge and innovations, in genernl they are 
inappropriate because: 

• they seek to privatise ownership; 

• they are suited to applications by individuals and 
corpor.ttions rather than commwuties; 

• they are expensive to apply for and to maintain; 

• they give a restrictive interpretation of invention. 

Work on drafting alternative IPR laws which more suitable 
to communities has accelerated, particularly since the 
inception of the Convention on Biological Diversity. In 
recent months Costa Rica has passed a law which will allow 
for the formulation of alternative or sui generi.s IPR laws. In 
a parallel development, the Organisation of African Unity 
has endorsed a model law on access to genetic resources 
and sui generi.s IPR. 

Pacific Island countries would be well advised to develop 
their own sui generis laws to protect the indigenous 
knowledge of Pacific peoples. 

Clark Petem i.s a Samoan lawyer who has done extensive 
work on intellectual property rights issues. He organised tbe 
Pacific Indigenous Peoples Knowledge and Intellectual 
Property Rights Consultation sponsored by the Pacific 
Concerns Resource Centre in F(ji in 1995 and rej1resented 
PCRC at the 1998 Pacific Networking Conference. This 
article was based on materials from various sources, 
parUcularly Rural Advancement Foundation lntemational 
(RAFI). 

Looking for more information about Indigenous 
Knowledge & Intellectual Property Rights Issues? 

Pacific Concerns Resource Centre (PCRC) 
Contact PCRC lo obtain copies of the procreding.~ of the 
1995 Pacific Indigenous Peoples Knowledge & 
Intellectual Property Rights Consultation. 

Private i\lail Bag 
Suva, Fiji 
Tel: 679-304649 
Fax: 679-304755 
Email: pcrc@is.com.fj 

Rural Advancement Foundation 
International (RAFI) 
RAFI does research and advocacy and produces 
extensive up-to-date information on indigenous 
knowledge and intellectual property right-; issues. 
Check their website to find out more about their current 
publications and activities. 

http://w11w.rafi.org/ 
l lO Osborne Street, Suite 202 
Winnipeg, i\IB R3l. l YS 

Tel: 
F;1x: 
Email: 

204-453-5259 
204-925-8034 
rafi@rafi.org 
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Late August saw nine Pacific Ishmders and two Canadian working in the Pacific travel to 
the west coast of Canada. The pmpose of the visit was to share their experiences in 
rnanagement of marine and coastal resources, and to increase networking and linkages 
between the Pacific and Cmada. The group (see Box 1) represented six Pacific Island 
Countries: Cook Islands, Fiji, Kiribati, Samoa, Solomon Islands and Vanuatu. The 
participants were made up of a cross-section of people with experience in coastal and 
fisheries management in the Pacific. They included two hereditary chiefs, three 
university lecturers and researchers, staff of fisheries and environment departments from 

two cotmtries; the wethmds management officer from the South Pacific Regional Environment Programme, the director of ;1 
national cultural centre ;md a Canadian CUSO cooperant working with the cultmal centre. 

Funding for the visit came through the Canadian International Development Agency's major aid program in the Pacific, the 
Canada-South Pacific Ocean Development (C-SPOD) Progr.im Phase II. The visit was coordinated by William Cross, the 
C;madian Program Coordinator and Kenneth MacKay, the Field Progr.!lTI Coordinator, both with the Cmadian coordinating 
agency for C-SPOD, LGL Limited, environmental research associates. SPPF offered considerable assistance with local 
atT.ingement-; and facilitated post-conference visit-; for some of the paiticipants. 

The group attended the Coastal Zone Canada 98 (CZC98) meeting in Victmia, 31 August to 4 September, patticipated in a 
special workshop focused on A5ia ;md the Pacific, and also attended a meeting with members from the P'.icific community 
living in Vancouver. Some of the group 
stayed on for additional meetings 
facilitated by SPPF including the SPPF 
Pacific Networking Conference, "Our 

BOX 1 - Participants in Pacific Islanders Visit to Canada 

Name Address 

Knowledge Our Rights; Traditional TeTika Mataiapo 
Knowledge and Pacific Peoples" and Dorice Reid 

Te Tika Mataiapo 
Dorice Reid 

Name 

Temakei 
Tebano 

the Canadian Aboriginal Science and 
Technology Society's annual 
conference. 

At CZC98 the group participated 
actively, presenting four papers and one 
poster in the session on Empowering 
Coastal Communities, attended the 
technical sessions and shared their 
experiences in the workshop 
cliscussions. 

One of the highlights for many 
participants was a special meeting 
organized by First Nations at the 
traclitional Long House beside the Royal 
British Columbia Museum. This 
traditional West Coast dwelling is 
located next to the museum and is a 
living museum facility that also hosts a 
number of First Nation's meetings. The 
Pacific and other international 
participant5 at CZC98 were introduced 
to some of the problems in coastal 
management faced by Canada's First 
Nations through stories, song and 
dance and then treated to traditional 
food. The Islanders appreciated the 
sharing and closely identified with the 
respect for tradition and the 
environment. 
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Vina Ram Bidesi 

Aliti Waqairamasi 
Vunisea 

Koutu-Nui of the 
Cook Islands 
Rarotonga, 
Cook Islands 
Lecturer, Marine Naomi 
Policy, University of Biribo 
the South Pacific, 
Suva, Fiji 

Lecturer, 
Geography 
Department, 
University of the 
South Pacific, Suva. 
Fiji 

LucilleApis
Overhoff 

Michelle Lan1 Fisheries Division, Francis Hickey 
Ministry of 
Agriculture and 
Fisheries, 
Solomon Islands 

Nelson Kehe Kile Chief, Baehai Clan, Ralph 
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Te Tika Metaipo Dorice Reid, a chief 
from Rarotonga, Cook Isl:mds, made a 
very moving presentation to the Chief 
of the Tsartlip Tribe, our hosts at the 
Long House. She thanked the hosts, 
indicated that there were m;my things 
in common between Canadian First 
Nations and Pacific Peoples, and 
presented him with traditional gifts 
from the P'.acific. 

As Francis Hickey and Ralph 
Reganv:mu reported: 

First Nations meetings, 
particularly tbe welcoming at tbe 
bigbouse provided an ex:cellent way 
to deepen one's understmuling of tbe 
First Nations' approacb to resource 
utilization and mmwgement, and in 
a broader sense bow Ibey view tbe 
world around tbem, tbe two being 
ine'<tricably rek1ted. Tbis opportunity 
belped to facilitate tbe ongoing 
excbange of issues and ideas between 
tbe First Nations of Canada and 
participants from tbe Pacific. 
Tbrougbout tbese sessions, and tbis 
process of excbange, it became 
increasingly clear bow the 
management approach of tbe First 
Nations is analogous wit/J that of 
Pacific Islanders. It was very 
interesting to (!;'!:Change numagl>rrtent 
approaches with First Nations people 
and to draw parallels with the Pad.fie 
approach. 

The major activity of the visit to 
Canada was a special workshop, Asian 
and South Pacific Experiences in 
Community Involvement in Coastal 
Zone Management, held after the main 
CZC conference had ended. The 
P'.acific participants were joined by one 
Canadian First Nation presenter, two 
from the Philippines and one with 
experience in Indonesia to present 
case studies, approaches and tools for 
involving coastal communities in 
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assisted many countlies in the region 
in drafting their fisheries laws. The 
presentations focused on practical 
approaches that have been used in the 
field and included Community 
Involvement, Empowerment and 
Tr.aditional Knowledge Systems. 

The workshop was attended by over 
60 very interested participants, 
including a mm1ber from Canadian 
First Nations. The details of the fon11al 
presentations are given in Box 2. The 
expected results included: 

• to supply coastal zone management 
practitioners with methods, 
approaches and resources to involve 
coastal communities in issues related 
to coastal zone m:magement. 

• to develop potential links between 
Canadian and Asia-Pacific groups 
involved in community based 
management of coastal resources. 

These results were clearly achieved. 
Many of the special session 
participants indicated this was the best 
session at the conference and should 
have lasted all day. The Pacific and 
South East Asia clearly had 
considerable to offer to those 
interested in community based coastal 
management. In addition a munber of 
contacts and lasting friend5hips were 
made. The group returned to their 
respective countries full of new ideas 
and better prepared to address the 
challenge of managing their own 
precious coastal resources. 

BOX 2 - Presentations at the Special Session on Asian and South Pacific 
Experiences in Comnmnity Involvement in Coastal Zone Management 
Chair: Judith Sw:mn, Swansea Ocean Environme.nt, Waverly, N.S. Canada 
Introduction: Ke1meth T Mac Kay, Fornm Secretariat, Suva, Fiji 

• Community Involvement 
• Community Awareness and the Pacific Year of the Coral Reef Programme, 

Lucille Apis-Overhoff, SPREP,Apia, Samoa 

• Community Resource Management in the Solomon Islands, 

Nelson Kile and Michelle Lam , Solomon Isl:mds 

Empowennent 
• Empowerment ofWomen,Aliti (Vwlisea) Waqairamasi, 

• University of the South Pacific, Suva, Fiji 

• Empowerment and Conflict Resolution, 

Rebecca Rivera,Tanlbuyog Development Centre, Quezon City, Philippines 
Traditional Knowledge 
•Collection ofTraditional Marine Lore, 

• Francis Hickey and Ralph Reganvanu, Vanuatu Cultural Centre, Port Villa, 
Vanuatu 

• lntegr.ation ofTraditional and Formal Management Systems, 

• Tom Sampson,TsartlipTribe, Brentwood Bay, B.C., Canada 

• The Indonesian Sasi System and Community Monitoring of Marine 
Protected Areas in Biak, Irian Jaya, Indonesia, 

Irene Novaczek,Yayasan Hualopu,Ambon, Maluku, Indonesia 

• The Ra'uiTraditional Management System in the Cook Islands, 

• TeTika Mataiapo Dorice Reid,Trnditional Chief, Rarotonga, Cook Islands 

• Integration of Scientific Information with Traditional Knowledge and 
Customary Land Tenure Systems with Reference to Pacific Atolls, 

• Temakei Tebano, and Naonli Biribo,Tarawa, Kiiibati 

Summary 

• WE Cross, LGL Linlited, King City, Canada 
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Ambassador Says 
Thank You 

SPPF received the following message 
from Papua New Guinea's ambassador to 
Canada and the US. 

I have noted at the back of your 
September 1998 issue a special mention 
of the effort of the Yukoners and 
Canadians in general in selflessly 
raising funds for the Aitape v illagers 
stuck by the tsunami. 

Please convey, through your bulletin, 
heartiest thank you and appreciation 
for this kind humanitarian gesture on 
behalf of the Government and people of 
Papua New Guinea. 

Thank you, 

SFFF in 

action 

Update on Overseas Projects 
~ SPPF's executive director, Stuart Wulff, spent a month (Novemher
~ December) visiting projects in Vanuatu and Fiji. The Vanuatu visit 
~ was particularly important and exciting as it featured an SPPF 
~ facilitated evaluation of SPPF's three years of project support to 
~ the Vanuatu Society for Disabled People . To make the evaluation 
~ of greatest benefit to VSDP, it was structured as an overall 
~ evaluation of VSDP, leading to various recommendations about 
~ future directions for the organisation. The project was also 
~ supported by two dioceses of the Anglican Church of Canada and 
~ by the Canadian International Developme nt Agency, to whom 
~ VSDP and SPPF extend our thanks. 

~ Much of the time in Fiji was spent visiting Ecowoman , a project of 
~ the South Pacific Action Committee for Human Ecology & 

~ Environment, and WAINIMATE, a women healers ' organisation. 
~ Both are being supported by SPPF and CIDA, with the Anglican 
~ and United Churches of Canada also providing support for 
~ WAJNIMATE. SPPF has also learned ahout a major success arising 
~ from our earlier support to childcare research by another Fijian 
~ organisation, Women's Action for Change. WAC's efforts have led 
~ to an agreement for WAC to manage an innovative workplace 
~ based childcare for women workers in garment factories. 

~ Donations also continue to trickle in for reconstruction efforts 
~ following the tsunami (tidal wave) in Papua New Guinea. 

"------~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Ambassador Nagora Bogan, KEE 
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